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ABSTRACT 

Geological remote sensing is a powerful tool for lithological discrimination, especially in arid regions with 

minimal vegetative cover to obscure rock exposures. Commercial multispectral imaging satellites provide a 

broad spectral range with which to target specific rock types. Landsat ETM+ (7), ASTER, and SPOT 5 

multispectral images were acquired and digitally processed: band ratioing, principle components analysis, 

and maximum likelihood supervised classification. The sensors were evaluated on the ability to discriminate 

between sedimentary rocks in a structurally complex setting. The study focusses on the formations of the 

Naukluft Nappe Complex, Namibia. 

Previous work of the area had to be consulted in order to identify the main target rock types. Dolomite, 

limestone, quartzite, and shale were determined to make up the majority of rock types in the area. Landsat, 

ASTER, and SPOT 5 imagery were acquired and pre-processed. Each was subjected to transform 

techniques: band ratios and PCA. Band ratios were tailored to highlighted target rock types as well as a 

number of control ratios to ensure the integrity of important ratios. PCA components were inspected to find 

the most useful ones which were combined into FCCs. Transform results, expert knowledge, and a 

geological map were consulted to identify training and accuracy samples for the supervised classifications. 

All three classifications made use of the same set of training and accuracy samples to facilitate useful 

comparisons. 

Transform results were promising for Landsat and ASTER images, while SPOT 5 struggled. The limited 

spectral resolution of SPOT 5 limited its use for identifying target rock types, with the superior spatial 

resolution contributing very little. Landsat benefitted from good spectral resolution. This allowed for good 

performance with highlighting limestone and dolomite, while being less successful with shale. Quartzite was 

a real problem as the spectral resolution of Landsat could not cover this range as well. ASTER, having the 

highest spectral resolution, could distinguish between all four target rock types. Landsat and ASTER results 

suffered in areas where formations were relatively thin (smaller than sensor spatial resolution). 

The supervised classification results were similar to the transforms in that both Landsat and ASTER provided 

useful results, while SPOT 5 failed to yield definitive results. Accuracy assessment determined that ASTER 

performed the best at 98.72%. Landsat produced an accuracy of 93.29% while SPOT 5 was 80.17% 

accuracy. Landsat completely overestimated the amount of quartzite present, while all results classified 

significant proportions Quaternary sediments as shale. Limestone was well represented in even the poorest 

results, while dolomite usually struggled in areas where it was in close association with quartzite. Silica yields 

relatively strong responses in the TIR spectrum which could lead to misclassification of dolomite, which also 

has strong TIR signatures. 
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OPSOMMING 

Geologiese afstandswaarneming is 'n kragtige tegniek vir litologiese diskriminasie, veral in droë streke met 

minimale plantbedekking om dagsome te verduister. Kommersiële multispektrale satelliete beelde bied 'n 

breë spektrale reeks waarmee spesifieke gesteentetipes geteiken kan word. Landsat ETM + (7), ASTER, en 

SPOT 5 multispektrale beelde was bekom en digitaal verwerk: bandverhoudings, hoofkomponente-ontleding, 

en maksimum waarskynlikheid klassifikasie. Die sensors is geëvalueer op hul vermoë om te onderskei 

tussen sedimentêre gesteentes in 'n struktureel komplekse omgewing. Die studie fokus op die formasies van 

die Naukluft Dekblad Kompleks, Namibië. 

Vorige werk van die area was geraadpleeg om die hoofgesteentetipes te identifiseer. Dit was bepaal dat 

dolomiet, kalksteen, kwartsiet, en skalie die oorgrote meerderheid van kliptipes in area opgemaak het. 

Landsat, ASTER, en SPOT 5 beelde is verkry en voorverwerk. Elke beeld was onderwerp aan 

transformasietegnieke: bandverhoudings en hoofkomponente-ontleding. Bandverhoudings is aangepas om 

teiken rotstipes uit te lig asook 'n aantal kontrole bandverhoudings om die integriteit van belangrike 

verhoudings te verseker. Hoofkomponente-ontleding komponente is ondersoek om die mees bruikbares te 

vind en dié was gekombineer in valse kleur samestellings. Transformasie resultate, deskundige kennis, en 'n 

geologiese kaart was geraadpleeg om opleidings- en verwysingsmonsters was verkry vanaf die beelde vir 

die klassifikasies. Al drie klassifikasies gebruik gemaak van dieselfde stel van die opleiding- en 

akkuraatheidsmonsters om sodoende betekenisvolle vergelykings te verseker. 

Transformasie resultate is belowend vir Landsat en ASTER beelde, terwyl SPOT 5 minder bruikbaar was. 

Die noue spektrale resolusie van SPOT 5 beperk die gebruik daarvan vir die identifisering van teiken 

gesteentetipes terwyl die hoë ruimtelike resolusie baie min bydra. Landsat het voordeel getrek uit goeie 

spektrale resolusie. Dit goeie resultate opgelwer met die klem op kalksteen en dolomiet, terwyl skalie 

aansienlik swakker resultate opgelewer het. Kwartsiet was 'n werklike probleem omdat die spektrale 

resolusie van Landsat nie breed genoeg was om hierdie kliptipe te onderskei nie. ASTER, met die hoogste 

spektrale resolusie, kon onderskei tussen al vier teiken rotstipes. Landsat en ASTER resultate was baie 

negatief beïnvloed in gebiede waar formasies relatief dun was (kleiner as sensor ruimtelike resolusie). 

Die klassifikasie resultate was soortgelyk aan die transformasies in dat beide Landsat en ASTER nuttige 

resultate opgelewer het, terwyl SPOT 5 misluk het. Akkuraatheids assessering het bepaal dat ASTER die 

beste gevaar het met 98,72%. Landsat het 'n akkuraatheid van 93,29% opgelewer, terwyl SPOT 5 80,17% 

akkuraat was. Landsat het die hoeveelheid kwartsiet heeltemal oorskat, terwyl al die resultate groot 

hoeveelhede Kwaternêre sedimente as skalie geklassifiseer het. Kalksteen is goed verteenwoordig in tot die 

armste resultate, terwyl resultate gewoonlik afgeneem het waar dolomiet in noue verband met kwartsiet was. 

Dit is moontlik asgevolg van silika se relatiewe sterk reaksies in die termiese infra-rooi spektrum wat kan lei 

tot die foutiewe klassifisering met dolomiet (wat ook sterk reageer in die TIR spektrum). 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

NNC – Naukluft Nappe Complex 

ASTER - Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission Radiometer 

NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

SPOT - Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (Satellite for observation of Earth) 

ETM + - Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus 

TIR – Thermal Infrared 

SWIR – Shortwave Infrared 

VNIR – Visual Near-Infrared 

SANSA – South African National Space Agency 

EADS - European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company 

GSN – Geological Survey of Namibia 

FCC – False colour composite 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Problem Statement 

Lithological discrimination using satellite remote sensing data and processing is a widely used and powerful 

mapping tool (Rowan & Mars 2003; Gomez et al. 2005; Ninomiya et al. 2005; Amer et al. 2010; El Janati et 

al. 2014). In the past the preferred method of mapping has been field work which necessitates going to the 

study area and manually taking readings and walking out the entire area. This is a long and arduous process. 

Nowadays some geological studies utilise remote sensing only in complimentary fashion: using satellite 

images for orientation in the field or using simple false colour composites (FCCs) to highlight compositional 

variations (Hartnady 1978). Other geological studies are based on remote sensing data and are aimed at 

lithological discrimination (Amer et al. 2010; El Janati et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014), exploration targeting of 

minerals (Sabins 1999; Yang et al. 2014), hydrocarbons (Prabaharan et al. 2013), and water (Jha et al. 

2007), and structural mapping (Rinaldi et al. 2007; Ruisi et al. 2011) among others. These types of studies 

are grouped, appropriately, in the field of geological remote sensing. Van der Meer et al. (2012) states that 

geological remote sensing is ill-defined in literature, but goes on to suggest simply that it is the use of remote 

sensing data for geological studies. According to van der Meer et al. (2012) many geological remote sensing 

studies are focussed on arid or semi-arid regions because of relatively low vegetation cover. Therefore more 

outcrops are exposed and deeper understanding of the geology is possible before going to the field. 

A number of successful studies have been realised in arid environments (Gomez et al. 2005; Gad & Kusky 

2007; Bertoldi et al. 2011; Amer et al. 2010; El Janati et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014). El Janati et al. (2014) 

conducted a successful geological mapping study using remote sensing to target igneous rocks in the arid 

Anti-Atlas Mountains of Morocco. The study used ASTER satellite imagery, subjected to supervised 

classifications, to discriminate granitoid lithologies (including a porphyritic granite suite, a granodiorite suite, 

and peraluminous leucogranites) of which some were previously unmapped while also better representing 

the distribution of plutonic bodies. It also enabled more effective field mapping of metamorphic basement 

and the identification of previously unmapped metamorphic units (metasediments and micaschist). Thus the 

study proved, not only, to match the geological map of the area but also improve upon it. On the 

effectiveness of utilising these resources and methods the authors stated:"...analyses of ASTER data allow 

to easily distinguish between the Precambrian basement and the overlying Ediacaran–Lowermost Cambrian 

cover." Another study by Gomez et al. (2005) used remote sensing for mapping in the semi-arid Rehoboth 

area in Namibia. The study used ASTER satellite imagery subjected to principle components analysis (PCA) 

and supervised classifications (the previous geological map was consulted in choosing training sample sites) 

to discriminate sedimentary lithological units. The study concluded that if the previous geological map was 

superposed over remote sensing results it found that lithological contacts could be 1) displaced, 2) created, 

and 3) removed allowing for improvements and corrections to be made to the previous work. 

These are two highly encouraging results which showcase the capabilities of geological remote sensing and 

at least validate follow-up studies to determine whether the results can be duplicated for other areas. 

Prospective studies would, ideally, be aimed at geological mapping in a previousely mapped arid or semi-

arid region, be based on/make use of remote sensing data for lithological discrimination, and investigate the 

level of correlation with the previous work done in the area (positive or negative). 
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One such area is located immediately west of Gomez et al. (2005)'s Rehoboth region in Namibia. The 

Naukluft nappe Complex (NNC) is an imbricated fold-and-thrust belt klippe in central Namibia. It forms part of 

the Damara Orogenic belt which came into being when the Congo (North) – and Kalahari (South) cratons 

collided from the Neoproterozoic though to the Cambrian Age. It provides a unique opportunity to study the 

structural and lithological implications of nappe emplacement due to excellent outcrop. The area borders the 

Namib Desert while simultaneously exposing jagged topography (the elevations range from approximately 

1000 m to just over 1900 m). Geological mapping of the area was initiated in the mid-1930s (Korn & Martin 

1959), but they did not use standard geological nomenclature and plate tectonic theory was still unknown. To 

address these shortcomings Hartnady (1978), a doctorate student, undertook a mapping project produced, 

his only aides being the previous map of Korn & Martin (1959), which for its fatal shortcomings was still 

accurate and detailed, and some Landsat imagery. This project was undertaken as geological science had 

undergone a paradigm shift towards tectonics and was achieving global standards for measuring and 

recording data. None of which was in place during the 1930s as evidenced by the use of the term ‘series’ by 

Korn & Martin (1959) which does not correspond to any of the standard terms. Hartnady (1978) was able to 

use remote sensing to a very limited extent in the form of Landsat band ratios, but satellite imaging sensors 

and software technology has improved substantially since then. It is necessary to take a closer look at the 

utility of remote sensing for conducting geological investigations in the area, bringing to bear the full extent of 

scientific advancements available. 

The geology of the study area must be analysed in depth using appropriate remote sensing techniques. 

These results must be compared to previous work to determine how reliably remote sensing can highlight 

geological features. Workers in the area stand to benefit significantly from any new information that can be 

determined from outside the visual spectrum, which arguably, has been the predominant analytical tool for 

past studies. From a structural and tectonic standpoint it will be useful to provide further evidence for the 

number of nappes in the NNC. These nappes are fault-bounded, but it is difficult to ascertain the actual 

boundaries as structural deformation is abundant on all scales of measure. A better correlation between 

lithologies and structures is thus required. 
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1.2 Aims and Objectives 

1. To compile the total range of lithologies present in the Naukluft and their spectral signatures. 

 a. What are the lithologies present in the Naukluft? 

b. How much duplication in composition is there within the lithologies present? 

 c. What are the spectral signatures of the lithologies? 

2. To determine which earth observation data sources are most appropriate for discrimination of lithologies in 

the study area. 

 a. What are the technical specifications for each sensor and how could this affect 

 discrimination of lithologies? 

 b. What is the availability/price of images from these sensors? 

 c. How accurate are the results of each sensor when used in image classification? 

3. To determine to what level of accuracy remote sensing data can be used to effectively discriminate 

lithologies and/or rock types. 

 a. Was it more effective to identify lithologies or rock types?  

 b. What level of vegetative and/or atmospheric interference was encountered and how/did 

 this affect the results? 

 c. What types of geological features can be distinguished in remote sensing results? 

4. To determine to what level of accuracy remote sensing & terrain data correlates with field studies 

undertaken in the same area 

 a. How well do remote sensing results present lithological heterogeneity? 

 b. How do the results correlate with field data (existing maps/ground truth data)? 

c. What does this tell us about the effectiveness of remote sensing data for lithological discrimination 

in the study area and similar settings? 
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1.3 Geological Remote Sensing 

Remote sensing utilises spectral data from space- and airborne sensors to distinguish objects on the earth’s 

surface by their unique electromagnetic spectral signatures. The primary source of EM radiation on earth is 

the sun with some materials also emitting limited amounts. When EM radiation interacts with an object it can 

be absorbed, reflected, or transmitted to varying degrees over a range of wavelengths which can observed 

and measured (Campbell 2006; Lillesand et al. 2008). The pattern of interaction is referred to as a ‘spectral 

signature’ and is distinct to each substance in nature (Campbell 2006). Specialised sensors are able to 

detect the reflected and/or emitted radiation from a number of wavelengths and record these values as 

digital images. It is then possible to correlate known spectral signatures with recorded responses on images 

to then identify features.  

Since the emergence of digital imagery geologists have been using it to aid their work in identifying 

lithologies (Rowan & Mars 2003) and structures (Ruisi et al. 2011). This allows them to e.g. create regional 

geological maps (Yang et al. 2013) and identify deposits of economic minerals (Sabins 1999) and 

hydrocarbons (Prabaharan et al. 2013). These types of studies have appropriately been grouped in the field 

of ‘geological remote sensing’ (Goetz & Rowan 1981). Geological remote sensing has its roots in the early 

days of aerial photographic interpretation. Ray (1960) used the term ‘photogeology’ when referring to 

geologic interpretations of photographs. The problem was that chemical processing, applied by skilled 

artisans over long periods of time, was required to make the photographs legible. This introduced a 

significant proportion of human error as the skill of the artisan and the quality and amount of chemicals used 

led to inconsistent quality of photographs (Goetz & Rowan 1981). Another major shortcoming of photography 

is that it records information from only the visual EM spectrum. 

The revolution began in the mid-1960s with the advent of the digital age. The invention of optomechanical 

scanner systems meant that digital images could be created which recorded data, not only in the visual 

spectrum, but many additional wavelengths (Goetz & Rowan 1981). These ‘multispectral’ images were large 

and complex by period-relative standards and needed to be processed digitally by computers. Unlike 

chemical processing which is inherently inconsistent, digital processing, instead, utilises algorithms which 

invariably yield the same results in a fraction of the time (Goetz et al. 1975). The more powerful the computer 

processor the faster the digital processing. The great potential of digital imagery and processing was 

recognised, but computer processors were neither widely available nor advanced enough to capitalise on the 

potential, yet (Goetz 2009). Thus, progress in remote sensing science was, and still is, heavily dependent on 

technological advancement. Still, experiments were conducted that utilised the most advanced technologies 

available at the time. As early as 1975, digital processing was being applied to Landsat 1 images (Goetz et 

al. 1975). They identified lineaments and geological units in areas that were considered to be well mapped 

as well as in previously unmapped regions. This was accomplished with multispectral imagery of only 4 

bands in the visual to near-infrared spectrum (NASA 2014a). Remote sensing and satellite imaging 

technology have come a long way since then with hosts of processing suites, techniques, and image 

products available. It is necessary determine which of these would be applied to the present study.  

1.3.1 Types of Sensors Applicable to Geology 

In addition to geology the end uses of satellite imaging products can vary greatly and include, but are not 

limited to: meteorology, oceanography, agriculture, land use studies, forestry, and cartography. This means 
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that not all products would be appropriate for this study and a number of candidates will need to be 

evaluated. There are numerous products available with a wide array of technical specifications. These 

specifications determine factors such as the range of wavelengths recorded (spectral resolution) by the 

sensor and the relative size of the image pixels (spatial resolution). Along with cost and availability these are 

the main considerations that will determine which product is used. Temporal resolution refers to the time-

lapse between images of the same geographic location and every product was designed with this in mind. 

This is a critical consideration for studies related to changing environments, but for the present geological 

study it is unimportant. 

A broad ranging spectral resolution will be required as this allows for the maximum number of spectral 

signatures to be picked up. An important consideration to keep in mind is how many bands the spectral 

resolution is made up of e.g. it is more useful to have four or five bands make up the VNIR region than one 

to encompass the whole region. Spatial resolution determines the smallest features that an image will be 

able to highlight. For geological purposes the spatial resolution should allow for, at least, the identification of 

larger beds (10-20m). Beds do range from mm to 10s of m in thickness, but remote sensing rarely allows for 

<10m resolution and certainly not mm scale. Thus it is beyond the ability of remote sensing to study these 

smaller layers. That is one advantage of field geology over remote sensing (smaller scale), but remote 

sensing studies usually focus on the regional scale, where mm scale is not considered. 

The cost and availability of imaging products are the final considerations. As a rule of thumb the higher 

(better) the resolution the higher the cost will be. A balance must be found between resolution and cost. Most 

of the imaging products have at least one scene of every geographical point on the earth, but if this scene is 

distorted by cloud cover or is heavily vegetated then it becomes nigh on useless for geologic interpretation. 

All the products have a function where you can request they record a new scene of an area, but this is 

prohibitively expensive and beyond the means of academic studies. The best option is to browse the 

selection of scenes of each product for undistorted images. 

1.3.1.1 Landsat 

The Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus (ETM+) has been the prime Landsat product for the past 15 years (Fu 

et al. 2004; Cracknell & Reading 2014; Yang et al. 2014). The sensor is mounted on the Landsat 7 satellite 

and was launched in 1999. The spectral resolution is covered by 3 bands in the visible spectrum, 2 bands in 

the near-infrared (NIR) spectrum, 1 in the mid-infrared (MIR) spectrum and 1 in the thermal-infrared 

spectrum (TIR) (NASA 2014b). There is also an additional panchromatic band in the visual near-infrared 

(VNIR) spectrum. The spatial resolution is 30 m for all bands except the TIR band which is 60 m and the 

panchromatic band which is 15 m. The panchromatic band can be fused with the other bands to improve 

their resolution to 15 m, but this leads to limited loss of spectral depth. Landsat 7 scenes cover areas of 170 

km x 185 km which is quite larger than necessary to cover the study area. Since 2008 Landsat 7 images 

have been freely available. There are multiple appropriate scenes available of the study area. 

1.3.1.2 Aster 

The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission Radiometer was launched in 1999 aboard the Terra satellite 

by NASA. It is a joint USA and Japanese program. The spectral resolution covers 3 bands in the visual near-

infrared region (VNIR), 6 bands in the shortwave-infrared (SWIR) region and 5 in the thermal infrared (TIR) 

region (NASA 2004). The spatial resolution is 15 m for the VNIR bands, 30 m for the SWIR bands, and 90 m 
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for the TIR bands. ASTER scenes cover areas of 120 km x 150 km. The cost of ASTER scenes depend on 

the type of product ordered. These products are separated according to the level of preprocessing e.g. an 

orthorectified scene costs double what a raw unprocessed scene would cost. 

1.3.1.3 Spot 

The French Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (Satellite for observation of Earth) is a system of 

commercial satellites known for high spatial resolution imagery. Spot 5 was launched in 2002 and supplies 

imagery with a spectral resolution of with 3 bands in the visual to near-infrared spectrum and 1 the 

shortwave-infrared spectrum (Satellite Imaging Corporation 2014). Two additional panchromatic bands of 

high spatial resolution (5 m) are also produced. SPOT scenes are 60 km x 60 km. The spatial resolution of 

the 4 multispectral bands is 10 m, but these and can be fused with the panchromatic images to drastically 

improve resolution to 2.5 m.  This high spatial resolution is main advantage of SPOT imagery, but it comes at 

a high cost of a hundred times that of ASTER. Luckily, the South African National Space Agency (SANSA) 

provides licensed copies of SPOT scenes to students free of charge.  

1.3.2 Processing Techniques 

In the early days of multispectral remote sensing geologists realised that since they are no longer dealing 

with analogue photographs, analogue analysis would no longer be appropriate. The principle advantage of 

satellite imagery was that it recorded data in a wider spectrum than just the visual while photographs relied 

solely on the visual. Photographic interpretation (analogue) methods would no longer be sufficient or even 

relevant to the study of digital imagery. In order to utilise the range of data available to the user from satellite 

imagery, digital processing techniques had to be developed (Goetz et al. 1975). These techniques focus on 

highlighting useful features and suppressing unwanted ones. There is a wide range of techniques available 

and new ways of applying them are constantly evaluated. 

1.3.2.1 Pre-processing 

Raw satellite imagery is subject to distortions from the acquisition process which need to be accounted for 

and corrected before image processing can be used for the main analysis (Campbell 2006; Lillesand et al. 

2008). These distortions are typically spatial and spectral in nature. 

[a] Geometric correction - raw imagery invariably contain a high degree of geometric distortion. These 

distortions are caused by variations in altitude, attitude, and velocity of the sensor platform along with other 

contributing factors such as panoramic distortion, earth curvature, atmospheric refraction, relief displacement, 

and nonlinearities in the sweep of a sensor’s instantaneous field of view (Lillesand et al. 2008). 

[b] Radiometric correction – satellite images are affected by atmospheric conditions at the time of acquisition. 

This is because of the interaction of incoming radiation with the atmosphere, called scattering (Lillesand et al. 

2008). The level of scattering will be determined by the size and abundance of atmospheric particles like 

water vapour and aerosols. Scene illumination is related to the seasonal position of the sun relative to the 

earth, this becomes an important factor when using images from different timeframes. Viewing geometry and 

instrument response characteristics are related to the sensors which recorded the image. Viewing geometry 

changes are related to the position of the sensor above the earth, while instrument response characteristics 

are determined for each sensor before launch and are assumed to remain constant throughout each 

sensor’s lifetime. 
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Atmospheric Correction is a software utility from PCI Geomatica’s (2013) Focus suite. It provides a 

comprehensive workflow to correct radiometric distortions. Unprocessed image values are recorded in digital 

numbers, but in order to be able to compare results the values must be converted to ground reflectance. 

Atmospheric Correction first uses radiance and image acquisition times to normalise images to top-of-

atmosphere reflectance or reflectance at sensor. Following this it is optional to calculate water and cloud 

masks and remove haze from the image. The final atmospheric correction is applied and a ground 

reflectance image is generated. 

1.3.2.2 Transforms 

Transforms were one of the first digital processing techniques developed. They were used to enhance 

contrast in images and to subdue the effects of shadows (Goetz et al. 1975). Contrast is the expression of 

the differences in spectral attributes between features on the surface and can be used to differentiate 

between them. Among the different transforms used are: band ratios, principle component analysis, 

decorrelation stretching and saturation enhancement. These transforms still remain in widespread use today 

(Bertoldi et al. 2011; Pour & Hashim 2012; Yang et al. 2013). 

[a] Band ratios – by selecting specific band combinations or using band math to produce derivative bands, 

contrast can be enhanced to highlight desired details and suppress undesirable ones. By dividing one 

spectral band with another an image which provides relative band intensities is produced (ENVI 2013). Band 

ratios also reduce the effects of topography (Campbell 2006; Lillesand et al. 2008) e.g. shadowed areas 

caused by slopes. It is also possible to stack different band ratios to produce RGB false colour composite 

(FCC) images that highlight spectral characteristics of target rocks and minerals. Band ratios are accepted to 

more effective for lithological mapping than using simple band RGB combinations (Gad & Kusky 2007). 

Knowledge of mineral spectra and the spectral resolution of the imaging product used are required to tailor 

the band selection towards highlighting target minerals. 

[b] Principle components analysis (PCA) – a transform that processes a dataset (image) into a compressed, 

uncorrelated, multiband raster (ESRI 2010). The number of bands is equal to the number of components 

which must be specified by the user. PCA maximises variance (contrast) which will highlight different spectral 

responses in surface features. The first component will have the highest degree of variance, while the 

second will have the second highest and so forth. No two components will describe the same variance which 

keeps redundancy to a minimum. As much as 95% of the total variance is recorded in the first three to four 

bands. It is therefore common practise to scrap the rest of the bands to speed up processing while 

maintaining an acceptable degree of accuracy (Gomez et al. 2005; ESRI 2010). This is up to the user as it 

has been shown that using all the bands gives higher accuracy (Yu et al. 2012). 

1.3.2.3 Classification 

Digital image classification is an automated function by which each pixel is assigned to a unique class 

(Campbell 2006). Each pixel is composed of values in numerous spectral bands and the classification 

algorithm uses these values to determine which class a pixel will be assigned to. Thus pixels which are 

spectrally similar will be grouped in the same class, leading to homogenous classes. The user desires these 

classes to correspond to certain categories called informational classes, these are the classical map 

elements e.g. forests, geological units, and farmland. These make a map understandable and useable. 
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There are numerous types of classifications available so it must be determined which will be best suited to 

the problem at hand.  

[a] Unsupervised classification – this type of classification utilises algorithms that identify natural groupings in 

imagery and assigns them into spectrally homogenous classes (Campbell 2006). This method requires no 

prior knowledge of the area in order to be implemented. Interpreting the significance of the results, however, 

requires a definite measure of understanding. The risk of human error is also minimized as the user needs 

only to specify the number of classes and in some cases a few parameters. The nature of these classes 

does lead to some inherent limitations to their usefulness. The user cannot specify which classes are of 

interest and thus the classification won’t necessarily coincide with the desired informational categories. 

However, it is possible to merge classes, after the fact, to create a better match to the desired outcome, but 

the results will always be unsatisfactory. Another problem is that the classes will be generated unique to 

each image, and so matching, even neighbouring, scenes’ classifications will not produce contiguous results. 

The problem is further compounded when changing environments and seasonal variations are taken into 

account; if this is the case unsupervised classifications become unusable. 

[b] Supervised classification – this type of classification assigns pixels to classes according to user-defined 

samples. Samples are collected for each informational category and these make up the classes to be used 

in the process. The algorithm utilises the spectral information within these samples to allocate a class to 

each matching pixel. This is called ‘training’ the algorithm and samples are referred to as training areas or 

training fields (Campbell 2006). Training is also its main advantage over unsupervised classifications; the 

user has control over the informational categories. This means it is possible to shape a classification to your 

specific needs. It is also possible to compare classifications of the same area at different times and even 

classifications of neighbouring areas if the same classes are used. As the samples i.e. the classes, were 

designated by the user it is possible to pick up problems in the results and make the necessary adjustments 

before they cause greater problems down the line. While training is a major advantage of supervised 

classifications it can also lead to problems. Classes which are spectrally similar will possibly be poorly 

defined in the resulting classification.  

1.3.3 Validation 

It is presumed that when someone produces a geological map that it will be used by others. It is also likely 

that these people will inquire as to the accuracy of such a map. The producer of the map is obligated to 

provide an assessment of the accuracy of the work. There are varying opinions on the correct method of 

assessing accuracy.  

1.3.3.1 Ground Truthing 

Ground truthing is the process of verifying that features which have been identified on imagery using remote 

sensing techniques correlates with what is actually in the field. This is usually done by going to the field and 

confirming results or when this is not possible consulting an expert on the area. 

 1.3.3.2 Accuracy Assessment 

This is usually done by going to the field and collecting sample locations that correlate to a category (like a 

rock type) used in the classification. If this is not possible experts of the area must be consulted help identify 

sample areas. An error matrix is a very popular way of conducting an accuracy assessment, particularly for 
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supervised classifications. Similarly to training samples, the producer must collect accuracy samples. This 

requires intimate knowledge of the study area as the producer must choose samples of known identity. 

When conducting an error matrix assessment the user must define exactly the same categories used for the 

supervised classification. 

1.4 Application of Remote Sensing to Geological Problems 

Since the early days of satellite imagining workers have applied remote sensing techniques for conducting 

geological studies (Goetz et al. 1975; Goetz & Rowan 1981). Success was achieved in mapping lineaments 

and distinguishing (though not absolutely identifying) lithological units. As technology improved over the 

decades it has become possible to apply geological remote sensing to an even broader range of studies, 

while still retaining and improving on the early uses.  

1.4.1 Lithological Discrimination 

During one of the first studies which attempted to investigate remote sensing in a geological context Goetz et 

al. (1975) realized that certain band ratios highlighted what appeared to be different rock units. Upon further 

investigation in the field it was determined that: 1) sharp variations could be easily verified e.g. basalt vs. 

acidic igneous and 2) subtle variations were difficult to verify e.g. changes in chemical composition within 

lithologies. Spectrometry would be necessary to identify the minerals causing this variation. With the help of 

laboratory mineral spectra (Hunt 1977) and portable field spectrometric data (Goetz 1975; Goetz 1987), it 

became possible to correlate spectral data from satellite images to lithologies. 

1.4.2 Structural Mapping 

This was one the first applications of geological remote sensing. When first investigating the possibility of 

using satellite imagery to interpret geology, Goetz et al. (1975) were able to successfully identify structural 

features. Today, structural mapping remains an important application of geological remote sensing (Rinaldi 

et al. 2007; Ruisi et al. 2011). After analysing Landsat 1 imagery workers realised that linear features and 

trends could be identified and could be confirmed during field excursions (Goetz et al. 1975). This was done 

in both well-mapped areas and in previously unmapped areas. In some cases workers were able to not only 

map the known extent of regional faults using imagery, but also to extend them beyond what was previously 

recorded in the field (Goetz & Rowan 1981). Lineaments related to fractures and faults are of significant 

economic importance, as they provide conduits for the upward flow of hydrothermal fluids, hydrocarbons, 

and groundwater (Sabins 1999; Becker 2006; Prabaharan et al. 2013). 

1.4.3 Regional Mapping 

Rowan (1975) stated of remote sensing studies that they should start, ideally, with large regions and 

progress to successively smaller key areas. He stated further that this was essentially the reverse of the 

classical geological approach, in which detailed information was gathered for multiple smaller areas before 

regional features could be inferred. This is exactly true and an application in which remote sensing really 

shines through. Whereas the resolution of satellite images might be inadequate at smaller scales, this is 

rarely the case on regional scales. A good example of work done on such a large scale is that of Yang et al. 

(2014) in which they were able to conduct an assessment of copper and gold resources for the entirety of 
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Thailand. Regional mapping in the context of geology can include lithology, structure, topography, and 

geomorphology.  

1.4.4 Exploration Targeting 

The application of geological remote sensing towards the identification of deposits of economic value was 

quite a natural route to follow. In fact, the Landsat program, initially called the Earth Resource Technology 

Satellite (or ERTS), was borne out of the need to study natural resources(NASA 2014a; NASA 2014b). 

Exploration is a critical yet cumbersome process and anything that could alleviate some of that effort and 

time is worth looking at and probably will be. In the case of geological remote sensing it proved quite 

successful. 

1.4.4.1 Mineral Exploration 

Workers use both direct and indirect methods of identifying possible deposits of minerals. Direct methods 

involve using specific bands of satellite images that highlight certain minerals. Landsat ETM+ bands 3 and 5 

highlight characteristic reflection values for hydrothermally altered rocks and iron oxide minerals respectively 

(Yang et al. 2014). ETM+ band 7 highlights characteristic absorption for hydrothermally altered rocks and 

bands 1 and 4 highlights characteristic absorption of iron oxides. Indirect methods include, but are not limited 

to, identifying lineaments and intersections of lineaments. Particularly areas with a high number of 

intersections, as such areas have a good probability of having concentrations of minerals (Sabins 1999). 

1.4.4.2 Hydrocarbon Exploration 

The use of remote sensing for exploration in the oil and gas industry is not as widespread as in the mining 

industry. Prabaharan et al. (2013) used images from the Indian Resourcesat LISS-III scanner and Landsat 

satellites in conjunction with magnetic and gravity surveys to map surface and subsurface lineaments. It was 

known that faults in the area allow upward propagation of hydrocarbons from their sources. Another method 

of hydrocarbon exploration involves the search for oil slicks resulting from micro-leakages from reservoirs. It 

is estimated that as much as 85% of oil reservoirs are subject to micro-leakage (Tian 2012). The seeped oil 

may also interact with surface materials causing soil adsorption hydrocarbon haloes, clay haloes, and 

carbonate mineralization haloes among others (Philip & Crisp 1982). 

1.4.5 Water Resource Management 

In a geological context, water resource management refers to ground water, or hydrogeology. This is an 

application that works best when remote sensing and GIS are combined. Applications have been focussed 

strongly on the inference and mapping of ground water potential zones (Jha et al. 2007). These zones are 

inferred from data like lithology, landforms, lineaments, surface water bodies, and drainage slopes identified 

from satellite imagery. These inferences are based on the fact that groundwater flow is driven by surface 

recharge and discharge, while the rate of flow is a function of geology (Becker 2006). Remote sensing has 

also been used to identify areas for artificial recharge sites (Saraf & Choudhury 1998). 

1.5 Geology of Naukluft 

1.5.1 Overview 

The Naukluft nappe Complex (NNC) is an imbricated fold-and thrust belt klippe in the Naukluft Mountains of 

central Namibia (Fig1.a). It originated from the Damaran Orogeny, a Neoproterozoic to Cambrian orogenic 
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belt caused by a collision between the Congo Craton to the north and the Kalahari Craton to the south. The 

collision resulted in northwest subduction of the Kalahari Craton underneath the Congo Craton at around 530 

Ma, resulting in an asymmetric bivergent orogenic belt (Coward 1981). South of the central collision zone are 

a series of tectonostratigraphic zones (Miller 1983), associated with development of an accretionary prism 

above the subduction zone, a fold and thrust belt and a southern foreland basin. The accretionary prism and 

fold and thrust belt are composed of Damaran sediments, whereas the southern foreland basin, which 

developed on the Kalahari Craton, was filled with sediments of the lower Phanerozoic Nama group (Miller 

1983; Gray et al. 2004; Gray et al. 2008). The folded and faulted sediments of the NNC show similarities to 

both the older Damara sequences and the younger Nama group (Hartnady 1978; Martin et al. 1983) and 

probably represent an early depositional phase in the foreland basin somewhere between 550 – 750Ma 

(Miller 1983). 

1.5.2 Lithologies 

The classification of lithologies in the Naukluft started in the 1930s with Korn & Martin (1959). They 

condensed the lithologies of the entire NNC as well as some of the basement rocks into a number of 

geological subdivisions or ‘series’. As geological societies around the world took steps towards 

standardisation the term ‘series’ was no longer recognised. Hence, a new study was undertaken by Hartnady 

(1978) who used updated nomenclature to classify the lithologies into formations. Hartnady (1978) mentions 

five major categories of lithologies which represent all the formations of the NNC: 

(i) Dolomitic formations of the Kudu and Dassie nappes (Noab and Büllsport respectively) 

(ii) Blue-black limestone bearing pelitic formations of the Kudu and Pavian nappes (Klipbokrivier and 

Remhoogte respectively) 

(iii) The Tsabisis formation of the Northern Pavian nappe 

(iv) formations of the Zebra nappe (Zebra River formation and outliers of Büllsport) 

(v) formations of the Southern Pavian nappe (Aubschlucht and Zebra River formations) 

1.5.2.1 Büllsport formation 

The Büllsport formation (Fig1.b) correlates with the Dassie series of Korn & Martin (1959). It is similar to the 

Noab formation with respect to interbedded dolomite and calcareous quartzite facies which make up the 

majority of the lithologies. It has been divided into three units: the lower, middle, and upper units (Hartnady 

1978). The lower unit is characterised by redder or pinkish dolomites and purple shale interbeds within 

quartzites. The middle unit is made up entirely of a thin-bedded quartzite-purple shale facies. The upper unit 

is dominated by pale dolomites interbedded with fine-grained white sandstones. Hoffmann (1989) has 

subsequently reclassified the lowermost member of the Zebra River formation, the Neuras meber, to form 

the uppermost unit of the Büllsport formation. It consists of dolomite and quartzite. 

1.5.2.2 Zebra River formation 

Korn & Martin's (1959) Zebra series correlates closely with Zebra River formation. Hartnady (1978) (Fig1.b) 

assigned five members to the Zebra River formation: the Onis, Lemoenputs, Tsams, Ubusis, and Neuras. 

Hartnady (1978) made the following suggestion:”...it appears as if each of the members of the Zebra River 

formation should have formational status...and that the Zebra River sequence should be raised in rank to 

Subgroup or group status.” This statement becomes important when considering the Onis Member. It forms 
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the top of the sequence and is dominated by dolomite, with minor amounts of black, oolitic limestone. 

However Hoffmann (1989) reinterpreted the member to form its own distinct formation, the Onis formation. 

The Lemoenputs Member conformably underlies the Onis. It is composed mostly of greenish-grey siltstone, 

shale, and fine-grained subgreywacke (Hartnady 1978; Schreiber 2011). The upper layer is composed of 

black, bituminous limestone. Next is the Tsams Member which is typified by a three-layer or ‘sandwich 

structure’ (Hartnady 1978). Two thick, homogenous dolomite layers are separated by thinly bedded, reddish 

weathering calcareous quartzites. The bottom dolomite layer is a dark grey colour with numerous 

discontinuous cherty layers while the top dolomite is lighter. Conformably underlying this is the Ubusis 

Member composed of clastic sediments (Hartnady 1978). There is a characteristic basal unit of coarse-

grained feldspathic gritstone which is locally conglomeritic. The feldspar component is made up of pink 

microcline. The gritstone is overlain by interbedded dark siltstones and white, fine-grained quartzites. The 

Neuras member indicated by Hartnady (1978) to form the lowermost member of the Zebra River formation 

has since been reclassified by Hoffmann (1989) to form the uppermost unit of the Büllsport formation. It is 

composed of dolomite and quartzite. 

1.5.2.3 Remhoogte formation 

The northern facies of the Pavian series of Korn & Martin (1959) can be correlated with the Remhoogte 

formation (Fig1.b). The rocks within the Remhoogte formation are highly deformed and some are 

metamorphosed in the lower greenschist facies (Hartnady 1978). Conglomeritic phyllites and schists can be 

found to the north-west which contain gneissic basement fragments ranging in size from pebbles to boulders. 

These conglomerates have been undergone complete chloritisation of biotite and K-Feldspar has been 

altered to white mica (Hartnady 1978). To the north there are crenulated phyllites which are greenish-brown 

in colour due to the presence of chlorite. To the south there are more phyllites, though not crenulated, and 

metapelitic subgreywackes. In this area there are also quartzites which are deformed and laminated by 

micas. Finally there is a large proportion of carbonate rocks in the formation. To the south there is a zone of 

bluish-grey marble, this overlies slates and grey dolomite units. The grey dolomite overlies slates and a unit 

of black (oolitic) limestone and limestone-dolomite breccia. 

1.5.2.4 Blässkranz formation 

It seems that eastern part of Korn & Martin’s (1959) Pavian series, northern facies, closely correlates with the 

Blӓsskranz formation (Fig1.b). The Blässkranz, according to Hartnady (1978), is composed mostly of 

limestone-dolomite breccias with interbedded black limestone beds. These breccias are composed of black 

limestone and grey dolomite fragments in a matrix ranging from limestone to marl and shale. However 

Hoffmann (1989) redefined the formation to include the two upper units of the Remhoogte formation as well 

as the bottom unit from the Tsabisis formation. This adds a pale, calcareous, laminated shale unit with 

inclusions of dark-grey to black limestone ranging in size from pebbles to boulders (Schreiber 2011). To the 

east this unit is overlain by micaceous quartzite and quartz-mica phyllite interbedded with thin, carbonate 

breccia lenses. The next unit in the stratigraphy is composed of diamictite. Clasts of dark bluish-grey to black 

limestone and oolitic limestone are suspended in a matrix composed of dark greenish-grey sandy shale, 

calcareous shale, marl, and impure sandstone. The uppermost unit is renamed the Tsugaub Volcaniclastic 

Member and consists of interbedded grey quartzite, laminated purple shale and siltstone, green lapilli tuff, 

matrix-supported diamictite with carbonate and granitic clasts, and rare dolomite (Schreiber 2011). 
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1.5.2.5 Tsabisis formation 

It appears as though the Tsabisis formation (Fig1.b) can be found in both the Kudu and Pavian (northern 

facies) series of Korn & Martin (1959). The bottom unit of the Tsabisis formation is a light-pink dolomite and it 

directly overlies the volcaniclastic rocks of the Blässkranz formation (Schreiber 2011). The volcaniclastic 

member was originally attributed to the Tsabisis formation by Hartnady (1978), but has subsequently been 

reinterpreted to form part of the Blӓsskranz formation by Hoffman (1994). Local channel fills of calcareous 

sandstone interbedded with limestone breccia are observed. Moving upwards in the pink dolomite it 

becomes interbedded with thin layers of purple shale which gradually increase in thickness upwards in the 

succession. The dolomite is eventually replaced by pink, laminated limestone which is intebedded with 

purple shale. The uppermost unit in the formation is composed of thin siltstone beds interbedded with platy 

dolomite, dolomitic limestone, and a few isolated breccia beds. 

1.5.2.6 Noab formation 

The Kudu series of Korn & Martin (1959) can be closely correlated with the Noab formation (Fig1.b), along 

with some minor parts of the Klipbok series. Hartnady (1978) identified two distinct facies within the Noab 

formation, northern and southern. The northern facies is characterised by a distinctive ‘sandy dolomite’ which 

are interbedded with coarse, intraformational dolomitic breccia. The sandy dolomite is not present in the 

southern facies, being replaced by brownish-weathering, fine-grained calcareous quartzites interbedded with 

fine-grained, pinkish dolomite. Dolomite breccias are also present in the southern facies. 

1.5.2.7 Klipbokrivier formation 

The Klipbok series of Korn & Martin (1959) is very similar to the Klipbokrivier formation (Fig1.b) of Hartnady 

(1978), although some parts of the former being classified into the Noab formation. The Klipbokrivier 

formation is divided into two parts. The lower part consists of green sandy shale which can, locally, grade 

into fine-grained subgrewacke (Hartnady 1978). The upper part is composed of breccia with angular 

fragments of black limestone or lower proportions of grey dolomite suspended in a matrix of orange-brown 

weathering grey limestone. 

1.5.3 Nappe Characterisation 

The NNC was condensed into 5 nappes by Hartnady (1978) (Fig2): the Kudu, North Pavian, South Pavian, 

Western Dassie, and Eastern Dassie. These names are derived from the previous work of Korn & Martin 

(1959) and attempts were made to name according to the matching series defined by the older geologists. 

Most of the formations defined are found mainly in a single nappe, although outliers of some formations are 

found in more than one nappe as with the Zebra River formation which has been found in no less than 3 of 

the nappes. It is found mainly in the Western Dassie nappe, while outliers are found in the overlying 

Southern Pavian nappe and the underlying Eastern Dassie nappe. In contrast the Noab and Tsabisis 

formations are confined to the Kudu and Northern Pavian nappes respectively. Table 1 attempts to compile 

the nappes into an understandable format, correlated with thicknesses, formations, subdivisions, lithologies, 

and the matching series from Korn & Martin (1959). 

1.5.3.1 Kudu nappe 

The Kudu nappe (Fig2) stretches from the northern NNC down into the central regions where it is cut into 

two separate bodies by the Tsondab River Valley. To the northeast there are also some outliers within the 

Northern Pavian nappe. South of the valley it becomes imbricated and eventually borders on the Western 
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Dassie and Southern Pavian nappes. In the northern body the Kudu nappe is exclusively underlain by the 

Northern Pavian nappe. The Kudu nappe is composed of the Noab and Klipbokrivier formations in the north 

while the southern body is composed solely of the Noab formation. The Noab formation is of mainly dolomitic 

composition while the Klipbokrivier formation is mainly pelitic. 

1.5.3.2 Northern Pavian nappe 

The Northern Pavian nappe (Fig2) is confined to the northern and central parts of the NNC and mostly 

underlying the Kudu nappe. In the Tsondab River Valley and to the east of the NNC this nappe is obscured 

by Quaternary sediments. The nappe contains three formations: the Remhoogte, Tsabisis, and Blӓsskranz. 

The Remhoogte is mostly pelitic while the Tsabisis contains dolomite and purple slate. The Blӓsskranz 

formation contains limestone, limestone-dolomite breccia and the volcaniclastic member previously attributed 

to the Tsabisis formation (Hartnady 1978; Schreiber 2011). Along the eastern margin of the NNC the 

Northern Pavian nappe is underlain by the Eastern Dassie nappe. 

1.5.3.3 Southern Pavian nappe 

The Southern Pavian nappe (Fig2) is located exclusively south of the Tsondab River valley. It is made up of 

two relatively small bodies which are separated by the Kudu nappe. One is located to the west on the ridges 

of the Tsondab River valley and is wedge shaped. It is directly underlain by the Northern Pavian nappe in 

this area. The second body is relatively long and located to the east, nestled between the southern margin of 

the Kudu nappe and the northern margin of the Western Dassie nappe. The western body is made up of an 

outlier of Zebra River formation Ubusis and Tsams member rocks although much of it is obscured by 

Quaternary sediments. The eastern unit is also composed mainly of Ubusis and Tsams member rocks, but 

also contains the Aubschlucht formation. The Ubusis and Tsams members contain dolomite, calcareous 

quartzite, and sandstone. The Aubschlucht formation contains purple easter quartzite and conglomerates.  

1.5.3.3 Southern Pavian nappe 

The Southern Pavian nappe (Fig2) is located exclusively south of the Tsondab River valley. It is made 

up of two relatively small bodies which are separated by the Kudu nappe. One is located to the west on the 

ridges of the Tsondab River valley and is wedge shaped. It is directly underlain by the Northern Pavian 

nappe in this area. The second body is relatively long and located to the east, nestled between the southern 

margin of the Kudu nappe and the northern margin of the Western Dassie nappe. The western body is made 

up of an outlier of Zebra River formation Ubusis and Tsams member rocks although much of it is obscured 

by Quaternary sediments. The eastern unit is also composed mainly of Ubusis and Tsams member rocks, 

but also contains the Aubschlucht formation. The Ubusis and Tsams members contain dolomite, calcareous 

quartzite, and sandstone. The Aubschlucht formation contains purple easter quartzite and conglomerates. 

1.5.3.3 Southern Pavian nappe 

The Southern Pavian nappe (Fig2) is located exclusively south of the Tsondab River valley. It is made up of 

two relatively small bodies which are separated by the Kudu nappe. One is located to the west on the ridges 

of the Tsondab River valley and is wedge shaped. It is directly underlain by the Northern Pavian nappe in 

this area. The second body is relatively long and located to the east, nestled between the southern margin of 

the Kudu nappe and the northern margin of the Western Dassie nappe. The western body is made up of an 

outlier of Zebra River formation Ubusis and Tsams member rocks although much of it is obscured by 

Quaternary sediments. The eastern unit is also composed mainly of Ubusis and Tsams member rocks, but 
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also contains the Aubschlucht formation. The Ubusis and Tsams members contain dolomite, calcareous 

quartzite, and sandstone. The Aubschlucht formation contains purple easter quartzite and conglomerates. 

1.5.3.4 Eastern Dassie nappe 

The Eastern Dassie nappe is located along the eastern margin of the NNC (Fig2). It is made up of the 

Büllsport formation as well as a minute outlier of Zebra River fomration along the southern margin. The 

southern margin of the nappe is underlain by the Nama group Zaris formation, which forms its own distinct 

Rietoog nappe in this area. Hartnady (1978) indicates that this outlier belongs to either the Ubusis or the 

Tsams member. The western margin of the nappe which is in contact with Northern Pavian nappe was 

inferred from Landsat 1 imagery by Hartnady (1978) who recommended further study to confirm this finding. 

The Büllsport formation is made up of dolomite with smaller amounts of calcareous quartzite and shale. 

1.5.3.5 Western Dassie nappe 

The Western Dassie nappe makes up the most of the southern extent of the NNC (Fig2). It is unique from 

the other nappes in that a tectonic discontinuity is traceable between the two formations within. The nappe is 

made up of the Büllsport formation to the north and the Zebra River formation to the south. The northern 

margin of the nappe is overlain by the Southern Pavian nappe to the east and the Kudu nappe in the middle. 

If not for a small slither of Remhoogte shale to the west it would have been overlain directly by the Kudu in 

this area as well. The Büllsport formation is composed of a large proportion of dolomite and quartzite in this 

area. The Zebra River formation is subdivided into 5 members by Hartnady and 3 according to Hoffmann 

(1989). There is still some confusion with relation to the reinterpretation of Zebra River members as 

Hoffmann (1989) did not map these changes. The members of this formation, according to Hartnady (1978), 

contain dolomite, limestone, shale, and quartzite. 

1.6 Scope and Outline of Thesis 

This thesis is divided into five sections. This first section provides a comprehensive review of geological 

remote sensing and the methods used in a range of different geological studies. Different satellite image 

products are discussed with respect to the cost, availability, and technical specifications of each. Image 

processing techniques are discussed in order to showcase the types of analytical techniques available. Also 

a framework is provided on the different applications of geological remote sensing and what workers use it 

for. An overview of the geology of the study area was provided. The lithologies and formations were 

discussed and a table summarising the different nappes was compiled. 

The second section discusses which products were chosen and how they were acquired. It discusses the 

pre-processing steps followed to enable the use of these images for processing. It further provides an 

account of all the processing techniques used on the images and why they were chosen. Section three is a 

compilation of all the results which were derived from the processing steps of section two. Section four 

discusses and compares these results with respect to their implication for the geology of the study area. 

Finally section 5 provides the main conclusions and recommendations for future ventures. 
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Figure 1:a) simplified tectonic map of Namibia with the NNC and Windhoek indicated from Viola et al. (2006). b) 

Geological map of the NNC produced by Hartnady (1978). Zaris formation of the Nama group is included as well as 

individual members of the Zebra River formation. 

a) 

b) 
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Table 1: Summary of nappes present in the NNC, compiled from the work of Hartnady (1978), the geological map of the 
Naukluft area, and additional info from Korn & Martin (1959). Double cell borders indicate boundaries between nappes, 
dashed cell border indicates unconformities between formations. The work of Korn & Martin (1959) is correlated with the 
updated work of Hartnady (1978). Each nappe has been assigned a colour, with formations that are found in more than 
one nappe having unique colour to aid in identification. 

The Naukluft nappe Complex 

Hartnady (1978) 
Korn & Martin 

(1959) 

Maximum Thickness nappe formation Subdivision Lithologies Series 

150m 

Kudu  

Klipbokrivier formation 
Upper 

Limestone-dolomite 
breccia, limestone Klipbok  

Lower Shale 

325m Noab formation 

Upper Dolomite 

Kudu  
Lower 

Dolomite, dolomitic 
sandstone 

40m 

Northern Pavian  

Tsabisis formation 

Upper Purple shale Lower Kudu / 
Upper Pavian  

(northern 
facies) 

Middle Dolomite 

Lower 
Volcaniclastics, purple 

shale 

130m Blässkranz formation none 
Limestone-dolomite 
breccia, limestone Pavian  

(northern 
facies) 120m Remhoogte formation none 

Phyllite, shale, marble, 
breccia 

77m 

Southern Pavian  

Zebra River formation 
Lower (Tsams and Ubusis 

Members) 

Dark, cherty dolomite. 
Quartzite, limestone, and 

siltstone. 
Zebra  

30m Aubschlucht formation none 
Conglomerate, arkosic 

purple quartzite 

Pavian  
(southern 

facies) 

37m 

Western Dassie  

Zebra River formation 

Onis Member 
Dolomite, bituminous 

limnestone, grey dolomite 

Zebra  

33m Lemoenputs Member 
Shale, conglomerate, 

limestone 

40m Tsams Member 
Dolomite, calcereous 

quartzite 

20m Ubusis Member 
Sandstone, shale, local 

conglomerate 

16m Neuras Member Dolomite, quartzite 

 120m Büllsport formation Upper Similar to Neuras Member Dassie  

 20m 

Eastern Dassie  

Zebra River formation Ubusis Member 
Coarse-grained 

feldspathic (pinkish 
microcline) conglomerate. 

Zebra  

120m 

Büllsport formation 

Upper Dolomite 

Dassie  40m Middle Purple shale 

105m Lower Calcereous quartzite 

Figure 2: the nappes of the NNC as defined by Hartnady (1978). 
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2 PROCESSING OF REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY 

2.1 Introduction 

Geological remote sensing is a powerful and versatile tool with wide ranging applications including 

lithological discrimination and mapping (Rowan & Mars 2003; Bertoldi et al. 2011; Madani 2014), mineral 

(Sabins 1999) and hydrocarbon exploration (Prabaharan et al. 2013), structural mapping (Rinaldi et al. 2007; 

Ruisi et al. 2011), and hydrogeological exploration targeting (Jha et al. 2007). This versatility of applications 

is facilitated by the numerous commercial satellite imaging products available nowadays. Images are 

acquired from the companies which own the satellites and the user must provide exact orders as there are 

multiple images available for most areas. It is imperative that the user browse through the selection to find 

images with minimal distortions. The browsing, selection, and ordering of images is very similar for most of 

these satellite products. Each of these products brings its own set of capabilities suited to different end uses. 

In order to tap these imaging resources the images must undergo user-directed processing. Digital 

processing of satellite images is used to highlight and extract pertinent information from datasets. Although 

the imaging products may differ the processing methods used are the same. In the case of this study 

processing must be aimed towards geological and lithological discrimination. These methods, some of which 

have been in use since the advent of geological remote sensing, are able to exploit the full range of EM 

spectrum recorded by multispectral images. Some methods are mathematical transforms like band ratios 

which have been used to discriminate lithologies (Ninomiya et al. 2005) as well as principle components 

analysis (PCA) (Bertoldi et al. 2011). Other methods are pixel based like supervised classifications which use 

training samples to assign all pixels in a dataset to user defined classes like different rock types. Pixel based 

methods can be validated statistically using accuracy assessment procedures like a correlation matrix. Many 

geological remote sensing studies rely on supervised classifications (Gomez et al. 2005; Rowan et al. 2005; 

Cracknell & Reading 2014). 

It is necessary to further tailor processing methods to, ideally, only highlight target lithologies. Thus it is 

necessary to compile the main rock types in the study area to select efficient methods. The NNC was 

categorized into 8 formations across 5 nappes by Hartnady (1978) (Fig 1). The structurally higher nappes 

are older and were emplaced over the lower, younger ones. The nappes are fault bound and lithologically 

similar, complicating identification. The main lithologies in the complex are dolomite, sandstone, quartzite, 

limestone, and phyllitic shale. The stratigraphically highest nappe is the Kudu nappe which is made up of 

dolomite and dolomitic sandstone from the Noab formation and limestone and shale from the Klipbokrivier 

formation. The Noab formation forms much of the high ground in the central part of the mountains. The Kudu 

nappe is directly underlain by the Northern and Southern Pavian nappes. The northern nappe contains 

phyllitic shale, limestone, and dolomite, while the southern nappe is made up of quartzite, limestone, and 

cherty dolomite. The Kudu nappe is also underlain by the Western Dassie nappe to the south and it contains 

most of the lithologies of the other nappes including: limestone, dolomite, sandstone, quartzite, and shale. To 

the right side of the study area the Eastern Dassie nappe is exposed. It contains dolomite, limestone, and 

purple shale. 

2.2 Selection, Acquisition, and Pre-processing of Imagery 

Though the method used to select imagery for each sensor differed, they all had similar criteria they needed 
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to fulfil in order to be considered. Firstly cost was a major factor. It was therefore preferable to find single 

scenes that covered the entire study area as opposed to mosaicking multiple scenes which have to be 

purchased separately. Further, only images with zero to limited (less than 5%) cloud cover were used. 

Vegetation cover is more of a secondary concern as this is an arid area so plant growth is always fairly low. 

Nevertheless, attempts were made to use only images from the Namibian dry season, which spans from 

April to October, when plant cover is reduced. 

2.2.1 Landsat 

Landsat has been a premier source of multispectral imagery since the launch of Landsat 1, originally called 

the Earth Resource Technology Satellite 1 (ERTS 1), in 1972. Landsat 7 was launched in 1999 and still 

provides imagery from its Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM +) scanner. It records spectral data in 3 

bands in the visible spectrum, 2 bands in the near-infrared (NIR) spectrum, 1 in the mid-infrared (MIR) 

spectrum and 1 in the thermal-infrared spectrum (TIR) (NASA 2014b). Landsat ETM+ images have been 

used for geological mapping and discrimination of lithologies (Kavak 2005; Cracknell & Reading 2014; 

Madani 2014). The Glovis online browser was used to find suitable Landsat imagery. Landsat 7's scan line 

corrector broke in May 2003 so only imagery recorded prior to this date was considered to avoid 

unnecessary complications. A single Landsat 7 scene covers 170 x 185km so one scene was more than 

enough needed to cover the study area. Landsat imagery has been available free-of-charge since 2008. 

2.2.2 ASTER 

The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) was launched in 2000 

aboard the Terra satellite. It records spectral data in 14 bands; 3 bands in the visual near-infrared region 

(VNIR), 6 bands in the shortwave-infrared (SWIR) region and 5 in the thermal infrared (TIR) region (NASA 

2004). However, as of April 2008 the SWIR detectors are no longer functional so only imagery prior to this 

data was considered. ASTER images have been successfully used to map lithologies (Rowan & Mars 2003; 

Gomez et al. 2005; Amer et al. 2010; Bertoldi et al. 2011). ASTER imagery was acquired from the Geological 

Survey of Namibia. They are licensed to provide ASTER imagery to students for academic purposes and 

their selection covers the whole of Namibia. Images were selected from the online catalogue and couriered. 

Costs are significantly lower than can be expected from direct purchase from Reverb. 

2.2.3 SPOT 5 

The French Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (Satellite for observation of Earth) is a system of 

commercial satellites known for high spatial resolution imagery. Spot 5 was launched in 2002 and supplies 

imagery with a spectral resolution of with 3 bands in the visual to near-infrared (VNIR) spectrum and 1 the 

shortwave infrared spectrum (SWIR) (Satellite Imaging Corporation 2014). 2 additional panchromatic bands 

of high spatial resolution (5m) are also produced. SPOT imagery have limited spectral resolution and is not 

routinely used for lithological discrimination, however the high spatial resolution has led to its use for 

delineation of faults (Kavak & Inan 2002; Kaya et al. 2004; Kavak 2005; van der Meer et al. 2012). SPOT 5 

imagery was acquired from the South African National Space Agency (SANSA). They are licensed to provide 

SPOT imagery to students for academic purposes. The multispectral images and the 5m panchromatic 

images had to be ordered separately from the online catalogue. Access is then granted to download images 
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from the server. The images were provided free-of-charge which is a significant development as purchasing 

only the MS image directly from EADS would have depleted the entire budget of the study. 

2.2.4 Pre-processing 

2.2.4.1 Orthorectification 

All images were georeferenced with 2m resolution orthophotos of the area. The photos were acquired from 

the Geological Survey of Namibia (GSN). PCI Geomatica’s (2013) OrthoEngine utility software was used to 

find ground control points which are used to calculate a math model to determine the orientation and position 

of the sensor at the time of recording. This model is necessary to continue with the rectification. The 

coordinate system used by the GSN is the Schwarzeck Tranverse Mercator system. 

2.2.4.2 Atmospheric correction 

All of the images used in this study were raw, unprocessed products. This means the pixel values are in 

digital numbers (DNs) and must be converted to reflectance at ground level. The software used to perform 

this process was the Atmospheric Correction utility, from Geomatica's Focus suite. It uses radiance and 

image acquisition times to normalise images to reflectance at ground level. After this step a ground 

reflectance image can be generated to account for atmospheric conditions. Geomatica also has a specialist 

Landsat atmospheric correction utility which was used for the ETM+ images 

2.3 Processing 

Only processing methods relevant to geological remote sensing are considered for this study. Furthermore, 

methods must be tailored to highlighting the main rock types present which include: dolomite, limestone, 

pelitics, sandstone, and quartzite with lesser amounts of calcareous quartzite, breccia, and conglomerate. 

Dolomite and limestone, though chemically similar, do not pose a significant problem, although it is 

imperative that the correct methods be used. The pelitics include various types of shale and the 

metamorphosed equivalent, slate. The extent of pelitcs as a group is well known, however the different types 

have not been well constrained. Thus methods will be tailored to highlighting pelitics and shale in general. 

Sandstone and its metamorphic equivalent quartzite will not be separable and so will be highlighted together. 

It is unknown how calcareous quartzite will react to methods, but it is likely that it will respond to both 

carbonate and silicate highlighting methods. Calcareous quartzite will not be targeted with methods to avoid 

these problems. The breccias and conglomerates of the study area are derived from the main lithologies and 

thus will be highlighting in the same manner. This will make them indistinguishable from these rock types 

and conversely they will not be a targeted rock type. 

2.3.1 Transforms 

2.3.1.1 Band Ratios 

Band ratios utilise band math to create derivative bands which highlight the spectral characteristics of target 

minerals and rocks. The process has the effect of enhancing compositional variation while suppressing the 

unwanted effects of albedo and topography. Band ratios are tailored to the spectral characteristics of target 

surface materials and are considered to be more effective than simple RGB band combinations for 

lithological discrimination (Gad & Kusky 2007). From the Geological map of (Hartnady 1978) it is evident that 

limestone and dolomite, along with quartzite and shale, make up the dominant rock types present in the area. 

There are also conglomerates and breccia present, but these are composed of fragments and matrices of 
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the main rock types (Hartnady 1978) and thus will not be spectrally discriminable. Thus band ratios will be 

tailored to highlight the four main rock types mentioned. The NNC is dominated by carbonate rocks dolomite 

and limestone, which require a very specific approach to be identified from remote sensing data due to 

chemical similarities. Carbonate minerals can be distinguished from others in ASTER data due to 

characteristic laboratory spectral reflectance minimum value in the SWIR region near 2.33µm caused by 

absorption in CO3 bonds (Rowan & Mars 2003). Calcite (limestone) (Fig 3.a) displays this value near 

2.335µm and dolomite (Fig 3.b) at 2.315µm. Rowan & Mars (2003) used a ratio for highlighting carbonate 

minerals by targeting Ca-CO3 absorption ((band 7+band 9)/band 8). The CO3 absorption feature of dolomite 

can be distinguished from calcite (limestone) at ASTER spectral resolution due to a slight depression at 

 

Figure 3: The ASTER Spectral Library laboratory measured rock spectra for a) limestone, b) dolomite c) 

calcareous shale, and d) quartzite (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory). 

2.26µm. Dolomite can be highlighted by targeting Ca,Mg-CO3 absorption ((band 6+band 8)/band 7) (Rowan 

& Mars 2003). Ninomiya et al. (2005) used a, now common, ASTER band ratio for distinguishing carbonate 

minerals from other lithologies called the Carbonate Index (CI) (band 13/band 14). In the ASTER thermal 

infrared region there is a greater increase in reflectance between ASTER bands 13 and 14 for dolomite 

relative to limestone, thus dolomite should exhibit higher carbonate index (Rockwell & Hofstra 2008). This is 

caused by a greater width and shorter wavelength position of a rise in the dolomite spectrum at 11.15µm as 

opposed to the limestone spectrum increase at 11.27µm.  

Silicate rocks (quartzite and shale) are also present in the study area, though less abundant than carbonates. 

Silicate minerals and rocks show no characteristic spectral reflectance features in the VNIR to SWIR region, 
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only in the TIR region. These reflectance features are due to fundamental asymmetric Si-O stretching 

vibrations or ‘reststrahlen’ bands (Rockwell & Hofstra 2008). Shale (Fig 3.c) and quartzite (Fig 3.d) are 

spectrally similar, both displaying high reflectance in the region of 9µm. Quartz has the strongest reststrahlen 

bands of all the silicate minerals, manifesting as high spectral reflectance stretching from 8µm-9.5µm with a 

lone reflection depression at 8.6µm. It must also be noted that soils commonly contain a significant 

proportion of quartz and thus will display TIR reflectance accordingly (Salisbury & Aria 1992). The signature 

is dependent on the particle size (coarser shows lower reflectance) and proportion of quartz. Ninomiya et al. 

(2005) proposed an ASTER band ratio that exploits the reflection depression at 8.6µm (band 11) and two 

reflectance peaks (bands 10 and 12). This band ratio is referred to as the Quartz Index (QI) ((band 11 x band 

11) / (band 10 x band 12)). QI values will be high for quartz and low K-feldspar. An alternative QI was 

proposed by Rockwell & Hofstra (2008) and combines the same region exploited by the first QI with the drop 

in reflectance from band 12 to band 13. This, in effect, targets silicate rocks and soils. The alternative QI is 

defined as: [band 11/(band 10 + band 12) x (band 13/band 12)]. This formula will yield high QI values for 

quartz rich surfaces. Bertoldi et al. (2011) also used bands 10 and 12 to distinguish silicates and carbonates 

(band 12/ band 10). 

Kalinowski & Oliver (2004) compiled a list of useful ASER band ratios which are regularly used in remote 

sensing. A number of these ratios will be investigated along with the above ones to provide supplementary 

and control data. A list of previously used geological Landsat ratios has also been compiled to be tested in 

current area. The majority of these Landsat ratios include SWIR bands. SPOT 5 band ratios are not that 

common, possibly due to the limited number of bands available. A number of combinations will be tested in 

the present study; all involving the SWIR band 4. Although silicates require TIR data to be effectively 

separated, carbonates can be distinguished using SWIR data. 

Commonly used ASTER band ratios by Kalinowski & Oliver (2004) 

Silicates 

5/6 

Silica 

13/10 Laterite 

4/5 7/5 13/12 Alteration 

7/6 11/10 Ferrous silicates 

(5+7)/6 11/12 Ferric oxides 3/4 

Clay (5+7)/6^2 14/12 Ferric iron 2/1 

  General discrimination 3/1 

Igneous ASTER ratios of Gad & 
Kusky (2007) 

4/6 4/7 4/10 

Landsat band ratios used by Gad & Kusky (2006) 

VNIR 

3/1 
VNIR-
SWIR 

5/4 SWIR  5/7 

4/1 5/3 RBD (5/7)*(3/4) 

2/4 5/1     

3/4         

Proposed SPOT 5 test band 
ratios 4/(1+2+3) 1/4 3/4 

Table 2: compilation of additional band ratios used in study. 

2.3.1.2 Principle Components Analysis 

Principle components analysis is a transform which maximises variance (contrast) in a dataset. This will 

highlight different spectral responses of surface features. The first component will have the highest degree of 

variance, while the second will have the second highest and so forth. No two components will describe the 
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same variance which keeps redundancy to a minimum. Geological interpretations of PCAs are done using 

both FCCs and using individual components. 

The Landsat ETM+ image was subjected to a PCA, using all 7 bands, distributed over 7 components. Many 

studies do away with band 6 which is the thermal band, but since both quartz and carbonates show 

characteristic TIR signatures it was retained. The atmospheric correction process automatically removed the 

thermal band as it needs to undergo a slightly different correction process. After all bands were corrected 

they were restacked, but bands 6 & 7 were swapped, and band 7 is now the thermal band. Not all 

components highlight desired features so the significant components must be determined. 

For the ASTER image all 14 bands were used for the analysis. Many studies focus either on the VNIR to 

SWIR bands (cite) or the TIR bands (cite) respectively. The resolution of the TIR bands is relatively low (90m) 

and many minerals do not show any characteristic thermal properties. For this reason the VNIR to SWIR 

region is exploited for high resolution and the fact that a wide variety of minerals can be identified by their 

SWIR properties. One mineral that is only identifiable from its thermal signature is quartz and because there 

is a high proportion of sandstone in the area the TIR bands should prove useful. Carbonate minerals can be 

identified in the SWIR region, but the TIR bands are required to differentiate between calcite and dolomite. 

The SPOT-5 image has 4 bands which were used for the analysis. As with the other images the same 

number of components as bands was used. SPOT-5 does not have any TIR bands and will most likely 

struggle to highlight the main lithologies. The spatial resolution must compensate for the lack of spectral 

resolution, but it is unclear how this will manifest. 

2.3.2 Supervised Classification 

It was decided that the study will not make use of unsupervised classification data in favour of supervised 

classification. Although there are many different types of supervised classifications this study will only utilise 

the maximum likelihood algorithm. Kemp (2005) determined that the maximum likelihood classifier provided 

the best results in the case of geological remote sensing. Both training and accuracy assessment samples 

will be necessary to ensure the scientific integrity of the process. All three sensors will use the same set of 

training data to facilitate fair comparisons. 

2.3.2.1 Sample selection 

Samples were chosen with the aid of expert knowledge of the area along with visual interpretation of band 

ratios and PCAs. The geological map of Hartnady (1978) was also consulted to ensure positional integrity of 

samples. Training samples and validation samples were collected simultaneously for 7 classes. It was not 

possible to assign classes to the distinct formations as they are structurally constrained, not lithologically. 

This means they contain the same lithologies and thus formational contacts might be invisible in some cases. 

This is a disadvantage which has to be accepted as it would be impossible to assign classes to these 

boundaries as they are not spectrally distinct. The lithologies of the study area were deconstructed to 4 rock 

types for the NNC and one rock type to make up the basement igneous units. The 4 main rock types include: 

dolomite, limestone, quartzite, and phyllitic shale. Hartnady (1978) mentioned additional rock types, 

conglomerate and breccia, but these were composed of limestone, dolomite, and quartz which would make 

them indiscriminable from the main rock types. Volcaniclastic rocks are also present in the area in small 

quantities but could not be reliably identified even with the aid of the geological map and were left out of the 
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Figure 4: Landsat band ratio 2/4. Outline includes Zaris formation. The Onis member horse-

shoe is visible in the south. The first of many ratios to highlight this feature. North is to the 

left. 

Figure 5: Landsat band ratio 3/1 
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Figure 6: Landsat ratio 3/2. The area highlighted above the Southern Pavian nappe is 

highlighted in many subsequent results, but is not indicated in previous work. 

Figure 7: Landsat ratio 3/4 
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Figure 8: Landsat ratio 4/1 

Figure 9: Landsat 4/5 
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Figure 10: Landsat ratio 5/1 

Figure 11: Landsat ratio 5/3 
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Figure 12: Landsat ratio 5/7 

Figure 13: Landsat RBD ratio (5/3)*(3/4) 
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Figure 14: Landsat principle component 1 

Figure 15: Landsat principle component 2 
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Figure 16: Landsat princple component 3 

Figure 17: Landsat principle component 4 
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Figure 18: Landsat princple component 5 

Figure 19: Landsat principle component 6 
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Figure 20: Landsat principle component 7 

Figure 21: Landsat PCA FCC of components 2, 3, and 4 
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classification. A further two classes were assigned to sand and soil respectively. The samples were 

separated randomly to use half of the samples for training and the other half for validation. 

The main complications during sample selection were finding pure sampling locations. Soil cover was higher 

than expected and some areas had relatively high vegetation cover which could interfere with spectral 

signatures. Slopes provided good sampling locations as there is minimal accumulation of soil and vegetation. 

Acceptably pure classes could be created for the main rock types. 

2.3.2.2 Validation of result 

Validation was carried out in the form of a tabulated correlation matrix accuracy assessment. Half the 

samples collected during training were reserved for use in the assessment. This form of assessment 

provides both the overall error for each category as well as the number of incorrectly classified pixels per 

class (Campbell 2006).  Producer’s accuracy examines error as the number of pixels belonging to a class, 

but being assigned the wrong one. User’s accuracy examines the number of pixels that do not belong in a 

class but were classified as such.  

3 IMAGE PROCESSING RESULTS 

3.1 Landsat 

3.1.1 Band ratios - The band ratio of 2/4 (Fig 4) provided useful, though limited, use for lithological 

discrimination. This is due to the fact that both limestone and shale abundant regions yielded high values, 

while quartzite and dolomite abundant ones gave low values. This is somewhat irregular as one would rather 

expect that the groupings would be the carbonates, on the one side, and the silicates, on the other. In reality 

the ranges of values attributable to each of the groupings were very close; 0.55-0.73 for limestone and shale 

and 0.45-0.59 for quartzite and dolomite. These ranges were used as minimum/maximum stretching to 

highlight abovementioned groupings. Both groups could not be highlighted at the same time as this all but 

destroys useable contrast. Discrimination was not possible within groupings e.g. where limestone was in 

contact with shale or dolomite was in contact with quartzite. Results were significantly better south of the 

Tsondab River Valley where there was clear distinction between the two groups. In the northern part there 

was little to no contrast. 

In the ratio 3/1 (Fig 5) there was only very subtle contrast which slightly highlighted differentiated limestone 

and shale from dolomite, but only in some cases. Limestone and shale, however, were indistinguishable and 

displayed slightly lower values than other rock types. To the north no useful discrimination could be made. 

Topography was the main feature highlighted by this ratio which renders it quite useless as one of the 

reasons for using band ratios is to supress topographical effects. 

Similarly to 2/4 the ratio 3/2 (Fig 6) produced better results south of the Tsondab River Valley as opposed 

the northern area. A custom stretching range, 1.28-1.57, highlighted lithological differences. Limestone in the 

south produced marked contrast with other rock types, displaying lower values than the rest. Dolomite and 

quartzite produced similar values with quartzite being slightly higher. To the north, however, variability 

between limestone, shale, and dolomite was practically absent. 
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Ratio 3/4 (Fig 7) began to show better results for the northern area. Dolomite displayed lower values than 

other rocks. The dolomite hills along the eastern margin were highlighted from underlying units. Although 

according to Hartnady (1978) there should be a large proportion of dolomite in this area much of which the 

ratio was unable to highlight. Quartzite displayed slightly higher values, while shale and limestone displayed 

the highest values. Alluvial soil also displayed very high values thus obscuring some shale and limestone 

outcrop boundaries and contacts, between each other and other rock types. 

Ratio 4/1 (Fig 8) continued with the trend of 3/4 by producing more useful information in the northern region. 

Better discrimination was possible between limestone, dolomite, and shale, although in many cases contacts 

were obscured.. Discrete contacts between these lithological units became more visible, more so than with 

previous ratios. The outline of the NNC and Nama sediment outcrop exposure against Quaternary soil 

deposits were largely traceable. Peneplains within the NNC were less visible. To the south results were also 

promising. Quartzite and dolomite were effectively indistinguishable. Limestone was highlighted by this ratio 

and contacts with other rock types were traceable along most of their extent. 

Ratio 4/5 (Fig 9) proved quite useful for lithological discrimination. However, it was necessary to apply 

custom minimum/maximum stretching in order to highlight the desired rock type. Limestone produced higher 

values relative to other rocks and the range 0.77-1.04 was used to effectively highlight it. Along the central 

western margin of the NNC limestone was excellently highlighted, yielding sharp contrast shale, dolomite, 

and basement igneous rocks. Further north and south from this area the effectiveness of the ratio dropped 

somewhat. Contrast with basement igneous was still good however little discrimination was possible with the 

NNC, especially in the extreme north where it seemed all the rock were intermingling producing a large area 

of indistinguishable pixels. Stretching from 0.69-0.85 favoured dolomite, quartzite, and, to a lesser extent, 

shale. Results were promising from the central north down into the south. The indistinguishable mass 

mentioned for the first stretching range persisted for this one. This range did, however, provide contrast of 

the target rock types with quaternary sediments, which was not visible with first. Quartzite and dolomite 

appeared quite similar, but discrete contacts were still visible. 

Ratio 5/1(Fig 10) was effective at highlighting limestone, but also topography. Limestone yielded lower 

values than most other features on the image which allowed for discrimination. Other NNC rock types were 

all indistinguishable but together still stayed true to their extents in the area. Topography had the benefit of 

indicating the extent of rock exposure. 

Ratio 5/3 (Fig 11) effectively highlighted limestone which displayed low values in relation to other rocks. 

From the south west up to the northwest limestone can traced from good contrast with overlying NNC and 

underlying basement igneous rocks. The other main rock types produced mixed results. Shale, quartzite, 

and dolomite all appeared similar with overlapping results in some areas and contrasting ones in others. The 

northern area, as with the previous ratios, was a mass of indistinguishable pixels. Soil could be distinguished 

from exposed rocks. 

Results for ratio 5/7 (Fig 12) proved inconclusive for all rock types. The best results were obtained in the 

central western area just north of the Tsondab River. Here the contacts of limestone with shale and shale 

with dolomite were visible. Unlike other ratios no range of stretching could be attributed to any particular rock 

types. 
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Relative band depth ratio (5/7)*(3/4) (Fig 13) provided useful information. Discrimination of limestone and 

dolomite was possible as well as limestone and shale. Limestone displayed relatively low values in these 

cases. This means that the western margin of the NNC was quite traceable along the majority of its length 

only becoming somewhat obscured in the north. Discrimination of shale and dolomite was less effective, but 

still possible. Shale produced the highest values of the target rock types in this ratio but also displayed 

values in the intermediate range. This caused the ranges of dolomite and shale to overlap, disrupting 

discrimination. Discrimination of quartzite and dolomite was not possible as both produced more or less the 

same range of values, falling in the intermediate range. 

3.1.2 PCA – Coefficients of correlation between bands (Appendix A) were generally high, averaging 0.86 for 

6 bands, excluding the thermal band which averaged only 0.67 with other bands. 

The first component (Fig 14) did not prove very useful for discriminating any lithological variation. All target 

rock types yielded overlapping ranges of values which obscured contacts. It also displayed topography.  

The second component (Fig 15) contained useful variance, where dolomite was characterised by very low 

values and quartzite by slightly higher, though still relatively low values. This had the effect of making the 

contact between the Büllsport and Zebra River formations visible. The contact between the Büllsport and 

Noab formations was not visible. There was also a slight difference in the Büllsport immediately below and 

the Noab immediately above the slither of Remhoogte shale separating the Noab and Büllsport allowing for 

some contrast. The difference between dolomite and shale was also enough to allow for the tracing of 

Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier formation contacts with the Noab in the north. Along the southern slope of the 

Tsondab River Valley the contact of dolomite with underlying formations was effectively traceable; however 

the formations making the slopes were not separable and could not be correlated with the Hartnady (1978) 

map. Limestone and shale were not separable and both displayed high values. 

The third component (Fig 16) was somewhat effective at separating carbonates from silicates, but not the 

rock types making up the two groups. Limestone and dolomite could not be distinguished as quartzite and 

shale were not separable. It was, however, still one of the more useful components of the Landsat PCA. 

Silicates displayed intermediate to high values while carbonates displayed low to intermediate ones. The 

most recognisable feature in this component was the Onis member in the South which showed low values 

and was accurately traceable. In the north Remhoogte shale was separable from dolomite and limestone in 

the minority of cases. 

The fourth component (Fig 17) yielded good contrast between shale and the other lithologies. It was not 

effective for discrimination of quartzite, limestone, or dolomite. In this case shale displayed high values and 

other lithologies low ones. This allowed for accurate traces of shale contacts in the north with both limestone 

and dolomite formations. 

The three subsequent components (5, 6, and 7) (Fig 18, 19, and 20) were all not very useful. Most important 

rock types displayed overlapping values which destroys contrast and obscures contact boundaries. But all of 

them displayed one or two useful features. Components five was mildly effective at separating the Onis 

member. Component six highlighted the upper Ubusis member underlying the Büllsport formation while 

components seven highlighted the Onis and Lemoenputs members. 
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Figure 22: FCC view of the southern NNC overlain with the geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris formation included as 

well as individual members of the Zebra River formation. 

Figure 23: FCC view of the northern NNC overlain with the geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris formation included as 

well as individual members of the Zebra River formation. 
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These three useful components (2, 3, and 4) were combined into a FCC (Fig 21). Between them they contain 

unique variance for three of the four main rock types excluding quartzite which is not reliably discriminable in 

any of the components. This variance is expressed in the FCC as differences in colour. Shale is 

characterised by a range of colours from white to light-purple to lime green. Limestone is also characterised 

by lime green like shale which is most likely a relic from the second component where limestone and shale 

where not separable. Dolomite is characterised by purple and magenta colours, which overprints quartzite 

that is only visible as very light shades of purple. This combination of variance allows for tracing of the 

western margin of the NNC. In the extreme north the margin is somewhat obscured by the similarity of shale 

and limestone in this area, but moving downwards shale quickly changes colours to white and purple. This 

change in colour is possibly due to changes in shale composition mentioned by Hartnady (1978). South of 

the Tsondab River Valley (Fig 22) the margin is marked by Noab and Büllsport dolomite overlying Zaris 

formation limestone. In this area the two are easily separable and the margin is traceable. The margin 

becomes obscured as the contact changes to Zaris limestone being overlaid by Zebra River formation. 

Within the Zebra River different trends are visible. The Onis member horseshoe is visible and traceable as 

well as the smaller outcrop just south of this. Good correlation with the Hartnady (1978) map is possible. 

Good contrast is apparent between the underlying Lemoenputs and the Tsams members along their central 

contact. The Hartnady (1978) map provides assistance with the exact placement. The contact becomes 

obscured in the western part of the Zebra River formation. As mentioned earlier the extreme western contact 

of the Zebra River formation of Ubusis and Tsams members with the Zaris formation is obscured. In the 

central Zebra River formation the Tsams member is visible, but the exact placement of the contact with the 

Ubusis member remains obscured to the poor ability of the PCA to distinguish quartzite. However, the 

contact of the Ubusis meber with the Büllsport formation (including the Neuras member) is visible. The 

eastern part of the Zebra River formation is marked by a structurally complex area including most of the 

members. The members are not visible in this area, but the area itself is quite distinct from the rest of the 

formation, forming a mappable mass. In the north there was good, but not definitive, separation between 

shale and dolomite. This allowed for tracing of Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier contacts (Fig 23) with the Noab 

formation. Good contrast was present along the eastern margin of the Noab formation. Across the Tsondab 

River valley the contact of the Noab formation with underlying formations was visible and traceable. Some 

strong responses are visible on these slopes but they do not correlate with the Hartnady (1978) map. This 

area warrants further investigation to determine the cause of these persistent responses. The Büllsport and 

Noab formations remain indiscriminable. The thin layer of shale separating them in from the west is visible 

along a good portion of its length. The Southern Pavian nappe is not distinctly visible without the aid of the 

Hartnady (1978) map. The Aubschlucht formation becomes traceable with the aid of the Hartnady (1978) 

map. Just north of the Southern Pavian nappe there is an area highlighted which correlates with the trends 

identified for shale. This area is persistently highlighted in other results but is not indicated on the Hartnady 

(1978) map and might warrant further investigation to determine if it could be a distinct area.  The Eastern 

Dassie nappe is also visible in the PCAs as well as the eastern most outcrop of the Northern Pavian nappe 

consisting of the Tsabisis and Blӓsskranz formations. 
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Figure 24: a) Maximum likelihood supervised classification results for Landsat image. b) Maximum likelihood supervised 

classification overlain with geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris formation included as well as individual members of the 

Zebra River formation. 
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3.1.3 Supervised classification – results for the Landsat maximum likelihood classifier (Fig 24) were mixed 

even though the accuracy was quite high at 93.29% with a kappa coefficient of 0.9197 (Appendix A). 

Limestone yielded good results upon visual inspection with limestone classified pixels confined to expected 

areas mostly. The Zaris formation limestone is visible against shale and dolomite allowing the western 

margin of the NNC to be traced. Only encountering difficulty in the extreme south where it is overlain by the 

Zebra River formation. Other noteworthy occurrences of limestone are in the Zebra River formation’s Onis 

member. The horseshoe shaped outcrop is visible and traceable to a high degree of accuracy as well as the 

outcrop immediately south. Limestone is also visible in the structurally complex area but no contacts are 

traceable. On the southern slopes of the Tsondab River Valley a long layer of limestone was classified 

directly underlying the Noab formation. It is believed that this area was misclassified as Hartnady (1978) 

indicates that this should be mainly shale. Shale is another target rock type which performed well in areas 

where outcrop is expected, but in was also classified in a significant amount of areas where there is no shale.  

Performance dropped steeply in areas where shale was present in relatively thin layers. These observations 

are reflected in the poor user accuracy of 64.46% against a modest producer accuracy of 89.81%. Results 

were better in the northern part of the NNC where Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier formation correlated well 

with the units mapped by Hartnady (1978). One problem was that soil underlying the shale units was 

regularly classified as shale which makes the soil/rock interface invisible. This is the main problem with shale 

when inspecting the map and is localised in the Tsondab River Valley, the central-to-north western margin of 

the NNC, and in the area between the eastern facies of the Büllsport formation and the Noab formation 

which is adjacent to the eastern Tsondab River Valley. The shale bearing area within the southern Noab 

formation immediately above the Southern Pavian nappe is visible in this classification. The Zebra River 

formation was classified with shale, mainly in the Tsams member. The wedge of Nama sediments in the 

south east of the NNC, directly underlying the Büllsport formation is visible and classified mainly as shale. 

Quartzite was significantly overrepresented by the classification, completely dominating the Büllsport 

formation and southern Noab formations which are mainly dolomitic. Nevertheless both user and producer 

accuracies are high at 95.01% and 91.43% respectively. This problem is likely facilitated by the inability of 

Landsat to definitively discriminate quartzite throughout the study. Quartzite requires TIR data to be 

distinguished and Landsat only provides very limited TIR data. The contact of the Zebra River and Büllsport 

formations is lost in a mass of quartzite classified pixels, although the Ubusis and Tsams member pixels are 

correctly classified. The central outcrop of Jurassic age sandstone is classified as sand. This is possibly due 

to sediment cover yielding stronger responses than actual rock exposure and the limited TIR data ultimately 

tipping favour over to the sand cover. Dolomite classification was significantly better north of the Tsondab 

River Valley, excluding the characteristic problem area identified in so many band ratios. The Noab formation 

is relatively well represented although soil rock interfaces are regularly obscured. Masking out the 

Quaternary sediment cover would go a long way to allowing for more accurate margins to be traced and 

would be quite possible from visual inspection of base imagery. Dolomite classification was problematic in 

the south and central eastern areas. The Büllsport formation, eastern and western facies, is incorrectly 

indicated to be dominated by quartzite. In the case of the eastern facies a very accurate outline of the 

formation can be traced. The Southern Pavian nappe is classified correctly as dolomite. 
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3.2 ASTER 

3.2.1 Band ratios – The ratio 2/1 (Fig 25) contained useful contrast, albeit after adjusting the stretched values. 

Results differed for the northern and southern areas divided by the Tsondab River Valley. The Northern area 

is dominated by limestone, shale, and dolomite. In this area all the rocks are represented by the same range 

of values making them all but indistinguishable. Oddly, where shale is in contact with dolomite the contact 

margins are highlighted and traceable. This is not true for every case of contact between these lithologies, 

but it still remains useful. To the south a higher degree of discrimination is possible. Areas associated with 

limestone generally display lower values than quartzite or dolomite. 

Ratio 3/1 (Fig 26) produced promising results. Detailed discrimination between lithologies was possible. 

Limestone displayed low values, shale displayed low to intermediate values, dolomite displayed intermediate 

to high values and quartzite was characterized by high values. These ranges overlapping did cause some 

complications where the lithologies were in contact and thus the ratio was not exhaustively accurate. 

Performance dropped in the north where limestone, shale, and dolomite were in close proximity. To the 

south where dolomite and quartzite are in contact the two lithologies could not be distinguished, but together 

produced good correlation with the Hartnady (1978) map. 

Ratio 3/4 (Fig 27) produced high responses for limestone which could aid in the mapping of these units. 

Shale produced low responses which contrasted it very well against limestone in the north. Dolomite was 

inconsistent as areas associated with this rock type displayed values ranging from very low through to 

intermediate and even high values. This means that in the north limestone and dolomite look very similar and 

if not for the shale units separating them they would not have been discriminable. To the south quartzite 

displayed very low values, but so did sand. This quartzite appears more widespread than it actually is due to 

sand cover being indiscriminable from the rock. Dolomite also appears less widespread than it is in reality. 

Ratio 3/10 (Fig 28) proved useful for discriminating limestone, shale and dolomite. The ratio was not effective 

for discrimination of quartzite or suppression of topography. Limestone and shale both displayed low values 

and appeared quite similar. This is where the lack of topographical suppression was actually beneficial as it 

lent to different textures for the two rock types. Limestone dominated areas produced ragged and resistant 

slopes and cliffs, whereas shale produced homogenous, almost smooth slopes. Dolomite produced high 

values and quartzite intermediate ones. In the north where most ratio fail to distinguish dolomite and shale 

effectively, this ratio was quite successful. Dolomitic units were highlighted from the north down into the 

southern regions. The intermediate values of quartzite make it very hard to distinguish from other rock types 

and features in the area. 

Ratio 4/1 (Fig 29) was useful for discrimination of limestone from other ltihologies and features. This was due 

to the fact that limestone produced lower responses relative to other lithologies. Dolomite and shale were 

very similar with both showing intermediate values. These rocks were indistinguishable when they appeared 

in contact. Both quartzite and sand displayed high values in the area and it was not clear which values 

represented which one of these features. Topography was only moderately suppressed in this ratio, but this 

helped with determining where outcrops end and soil cover begins. Alluvial soils derived from the target rock 

types were not always distinguishable solely on their values as in some cases they were the same. 
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 Figure 25: ASTER band ratio 2/1 

Figure 26: ASTER band ratio 3/1 
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Ratio 4/5 (Fig 30) was proved not to be useful for discrimination purposes. Limestone seemed to yield 

slightly lower values than other lithologies but this was not enough to effectively discriminate it from other 

rocks. Shale produced low values in some cases and intermediate to high values in others so there was no 

set of values with which to separate it out. Dolomite and quartzite both produced intermediate to high values 

and were indistinguishable. 

Ratio 4/6 (Fig 31) did not yield any significant levels of contrast which could be applied to discrimination. 

Limestone produced marginally lower values than other rocks but in some cases even this was not enough 

to separate in from other rocks. Shale fell in the same range of values as limestone and thus the two could 

not be distinguished. Dolomite and quartzite both displayed intermediate to high values. 

Ratio 4/7 (Fig 32) was effective for discrimination in certain cases where contrast was visible. Contrast 

abundant though not necessarily useful. What complicated matters is that limestone, shale, quartzite, and 

sand all displayed low values. Dolomite displayed intermediate to high values. Along the central south 

western margin there is clear distinction between Nama limestone and dolomite from the Büllsport and Noab 

formations. However in the north, as with other ratios, there was little discrimination possible. 

Ratio 4/10 (Fig 33) produced promising results. Contrast was essentially divided between shale and 

limestone with low values on the one hand and quartzite and dolomite with high values on the other. This is 

one of few ratios thus far to shed some light on the actual distribution of rocks in the north with clear contrast 

between dolomite and shale units. In the south the Büllsport and Noab formations appear is a single mass 

overlying darker shale and limestone units. To the east there is little to no contrast between the dolomite 

cliffs and soil cover extending out from their bases. The drawbacks of this ratio are acceptable when 

considering the insight provided in the north as there are enough other ratios to nullify the cons. 

Ratio 5/6 (Fig 34) was ineffective at highlighting anything of interest. It can be described as having a strange 

appearance relative to other ratios thus far. The only thing which can be said is that the Nama and Naukluft 

rocks stood out from basement units and soil. 

Ratio 6/8 (Fig 35) yielded low values for quartzite and sand. In the south quartzite units were effectively 

highlighted. It is unclear how much of the low value areas actually correlate to quartzite as a proportion of it 

is undoubtedly sand. Dolomite produced intermediate to high values while shale and limestone produced 

intermediate ones. Thus effective discrimination was not possible for these rock types. 

The only useful information in ratio 7/5 (Fig 36) was the traceable contact between the Büllsport and Zebra 

River formations in the south and the visible thin unit separating the Büllsport and Noab in the south east. 

But both these features are visible in other ratios with other useful information. 

Ratio 7/6 (Fig 37) was similar to 7/5. The contact between the Büllsport and Zebra River formations in the 

south is also visible in this ratio. The thin unit separating the Noab and Büllsport formations is visible as well. 

Quartzite of the Zebra River formation show quite high values. Noab dolomite sout of the Tsondab River 

valley show anomalously low values, as the northern Noab dolomites show much higher intermediate values. 

It is unclear as to why this is happening. Limestone and shale also show intermediate values and in the 

northern part of the NNC no discrimination is possible. 
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Figure 27: ASTER band ratio 3/4 

Figure 28: ASTER band ratio 3/10 
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Figure 29: ASTER band ratio 4/1 

Figure 30: ASTER band ratio 4/5 
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Figure 31: ASTER band ratio 4/6 

Figure 32: ASTER band ratio 4/7 
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Figure 34: ASTER band ratio 5/6 

Figure 33: ASTER band ratio 4/10 
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Figure 36: ASTER band ratio 7/5 

Figure 35: ASTER band ratio 6/8 
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Figure 37: ASTER band ratio 7/6 
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Ratio 11/10 (Fig 38) was effective for the discrimination of shale. Shale produced low values in this ratio 

while the other main rock types generally yielded values ranging from mostly intermediate to high. Limestone 

and dolomite were only just separable along the western margin of the NNC. The ratio suffered from low 

resolution due to the TIR bands used. Dolomite and quartzite were not separable. The soil/rock interfaces in 

the were also visible, but yet again the poor resolution prevented absolute correlation with the Hartnady 

(1978) map. 

Ratio 11/12 (Fig 39) was very effective at highlighting shale. Shale produced relatively high values while 

most other features had low values. Discrimination of limestone and shale led to the western margin of the 

NNC being traceable from the north down to just above the Tsondab River Valley. In the north there was 

good discrimination between dolomite and shale. The contacts of the Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier formation 

were visible against the Noab and correlated closely with the Hartnady (1978) map. Even though these ratios 

are also derived from the TIR region the resolution appears better than the previous TIR ratio. The eastern 

soil/rock interface was also traceable, but only for dolomite vs the underlying soil. There is a thin shale layer 

in this area with is lost in the soil responses. Dolomite and quartzite were somewhat separable in the south 

and contact of the Büllsport and Zebra River formations was traceable. The Onis member was also visible. 

Ratio 12/10 (Fig 40) was another ratio which was quite effective at highlighting shale. In this case shale 

values were low while other rock types produced values in the intermediate to high range. In the north 

effective discrimination of shale and dolomite was possible. This allowed for the visible contacts of 

Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier formations with the Noab to be closely correlated with Hartnady’s () placement 

of these zones. The low resolution of TIR bands also did not greatly affect the usefulness of this ratio. Low 

levels of separability were possible with quartzite and dolomite. However there was just enough contrast to 

make the Büllsport/Zebra River contact traceable. Limestone and dolomite were not separable. 

Ratio 12/13 (Fig 41) was effective at separating limestone from the other main rock types as well as quartzite. 

Limestone produced much higher values than other rock types making it stand out. This allowed for most of 

the western margin of the NNC to be traceable. Shale produced intermediate to low values, while dolomite 

produced intermediate values. Thus the two ranges regularly overlapped obscuring contact zones. In some 

cases the contacts were visible, but these were in the minority. Quartzite produced low to intermediate 

values. In the south the contact of the Büllsport and Zebra  River formations is clearly visible, while the 

quartzite of the Zebra River members is also visible. The contacts of the Zebra River formation members are 

obscured within the quartzite zone. 

Ratio 13/10 (Fig 42) was not particularly useful. Limestone and shale both produced low to intermediate 

values, while dolomite and quartzite produced intermediate to high ones. This means that the western 

margin of the NNC was visible from below the Tsondab River Valley. Topography was also expressed in this 

ratio, more strongly than in most. The poor TIR resolution had quite a negative impact on this ratio as well. 

Ratio 13/14 (Fig 43) displayed very poor resolution; however the quality of contrast available in this ratio 

made it quite useful. Limestone produced high values, while shale produced low to intermediate ones. 

Dolomite was characterised by intermediate values and quartzite generally produced low ones. Contrasting 

of shale and limestone allows for the tracing of the north-western margin of the NNC until just above the 

Tsondab River Valley. Contrasting of limestone with dolomite extends the tracing of the margin down into the 
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south, even the Zebra River/Zaris contact which ASTER genrally struggles with. The Onis member is also 

highlighted, although the exact margins are obscured. In the north contrasting of shale and dolomite 

highlights the Remhoogte/Noab as well as the Klipbokrivier/Noab contact. However, there are ratios which 

are more effective at this particular job as much of the contacts are still obscured by overlapping values. 

Ratio 14/12 (Fig 44) was useful at separating limestone which produced low values. Dolomite and shale 

produced intermediate values, making them largely inseparable, but allowing for contrast with limestone. 

This means that the western margin of the NNC was traceable along its entire extent. The Onis member was 

also imperfectly separable from the rest of the Zebra River formation. Contrast of quartzite with dolomite 

allowed for the tracing of the Büllsport/Zebra River contact and also highlighted the quartzite layers of the 

Ubusis and Tsams members. This however obscured the contact between the two members. Effectively no 

separation was possible for shale and dolomite. 

Relative band depth ratio (5+7)/(6^2) (Fig 45) was not useful for lithological discrimination. No discrimination 

was possible between the main rock types as all of them showed overlapping ranges of values. Topography 

was expressed strongly in this ratio. One feature which can be traced is the contact between the Büllsport 

and Zebra River formations, but the poor performance in all other facets impact negatively on the usefulness. 

RBD ratio (5+7)/6 (Fig 46) was effective at discriminating dolomite and quartzite. Dolomite showed low to 

intermediate responses while quartzite was characterised by high responses. One area in which this ratio 

excelled was highlighting the contact between the Büllsport and Zebra River formations. The quartzite of the 

Zebra River formation’s Ubusis and Tsams members was also highlighted, although this also obscured the 

contact between these members. Limestone and shale both yielded intermediate values and were not 

separable. Performance dropped strongly in the north within the Kudu nappe. Limestone, shale, and 

dolomite all showed overlapping ranges in this area and the majority of contacts are lost. 

RBD ratio (6+8)/7 (Fig 47) was effective for discrimination in the southern NNC below the Tsondab River 

Valley. Dolomite yielded relatively high responses in this area, while shale and limestone displayed 

intermediate ones. Quartzite displayed low to intermediate values. The contact of the Büllsport and Zebra 

River formation was visible and traceable. Little other detail was discriminable within the Zebra River 

formation. The contact between the Noab and Büllsport formation was not visible, nor was the slither of 

Remhoogte separating them. The southern Pavian nappe, which separates the Büllsport and Noab was 

visible and traceable, but still appeared quite similar to the surrounding rocks. The western margin of the 

NNC, which in this area consists of Noab and Büllsport dolomite overlying Zaris formation limestone, was 

traceable. 

RBD ratio (7+9)/8 (Fig 48) was another ratio that proved to yield no useful levels of contrast. All the target 

rock types showed overlapping ranges of values as well as basement rocks which are not targeted. Soil/rock 

interfaces were visible in about half the cases.  

RBD ratio (11*11)/(10*12) (Fig 49) is the QI used by Ninomiya et al. (2005). It suffered from very poor 

resolution coupled with low levels of contrast. Silicates and carbonates were separable, but the poor 

resolution affected the usefulness very negatively, to the point that is actually can’t be used. Silicates 

showed high to intermediate values while carbonates showed low to intermediate values. The overlapping 

ranges would have caused the biggest problem if not for the poor resolution. 
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RBD ratio [11(10+12)/(13/12)] (Fig 50), also known as the alternative QI proposed by Rockwell & Hofstra 

(2008), was good at separating limestone from other lithologies. Even though this ratio is targeted at silicates, 

it performs better for limestone. The western margin of the NNC which is made up of limestone in contact 

with mostly shale or dolomite is traceable from the far north, down across the Tsondab River Valley into the 

south. It only becomes obscured when in contact with the Zebra River formation. This ratio is negatively 

affected by poor TIR resolution which hampers exact placement of contacts. To the south the contact of the 

Büllsport and Zebra River fomations is traceable, although other ratios would be more suited to this. Ubusis 

and Tsams member quartzite is highlighted, but again the contact is lost between these members. Dolomite 

and shale both showed intermediate values which had the effect of obscuring many contacts. Due to these 

overlapping values the northern NNC was very problematic and no useful discrimination could be derived.  

RBD ratio (12+14)/(13*2) (Fig 51) combined good resolution with very poor levels of contrast. All the target 

rock types displayed overlapping ranges of values, this obscures contacts. Soil/rock interfaces were usually 

visible, but this does not provide enough to affect the usefulness of the ratio. 

When comparing the geological map of Hartnady (1978) with ratio images the lithological similarity of the 

units becomes evident. Hartnady (1978) assigned formations both according to lithology and structural 

attitude. In fact, most formations are fault bound. Thus mostly boundaries accompanied by marked 

lithological contrast are visible. The carbonate index ratio (Fig 46) was significant in discriminating 

carbonates from other rocks in the area. Limestone showed a strong response, the Nama Kuibis subgroup 

was clearly visible in its western extent, immediately underlying the NNC. Also to the southwest there was 

marked contrast between the Kuibis limestone and the overlying Ubusis and Tsams members of the Zebra 

River formation. To the south there are two strong responses from what correlates with the Onis and 

Lemoenputs members of the Zebra River formation. Noab dolomite generally showed a slightly weaker 

response than limestone, although the eastern boundary of the Noab was quite visible against the 

Quarternary sediment deposits. There is no readily visible distinction to be made between the Noab and 

Büllsport formations in the south and the area appears quite grainy. The central contacts between the 

Aubschlucht, Tsabisis, and Blässkranz formations are not visible. The northern area appears quite grainy 

nevertheless a moderate level of contrast between the Noab, Remhoogte, and Klipbokrivier formations is 

discernible. The carbonate-silicate discrimination band ratio of Bertoldi et al. (2011) (Fig 40) was effective at 

discriminating shale, but not quartzite, from other lithologies, contrary to its original use. This could be due to 

lower reflectance of shale at 8µm relative to quartzite, but similar reflectance peaks near 9µm. The two 

quartz index ratios yielded interesting results. The QI of Ninomiya et al. (2008) (Fig 49) highlighted what 

appeared to be all the silicate bearing rocks (not only quartz) in the study area and had a highly grainy 

appearance and appeared to be subject to signal noise in some areas. Some contrast can be seen between 

the Noab and Büllsport formations in that there appears to be a significantly higher silicate fraction in the 

latter. To the southeast the Nama Schwarzrand formation is highlighted. To the north the Remhoogte and 

Klipbokrivier shales are highlighted, but so is the Noab formation directly surrounding them, making it 

unfeasible to discriminate between these units. When comparing it with the alternative QI of Rockwell & 

Hofstra (2008) (Fig 50) it seems that the latter only highlights quartz bearing rocks, receiving only very weak 

signals from shale. It appears much less grainy which leads to easier discrimination of units. To the south 

there is marked contrast between overlying Büllsport and the underlying Ubusis and Tsams sandstone. To
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  Figure 38: ASTER band ratio 11/10 

Figure 39: ASTER band ratio 11/12 
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Figure 40: ASTER band ratio 12/10 

Figure 41: ASTER band ratio 12/13 
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Figure 42: ASTER band ratio 13/10 

Figure 43: ASTER band ratio 13/14 
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Figure 44: ASTER band ratio 14/12 

Figure 45: ASTER RBD ratio (4+7)/(6*2) 
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Figure 46: ASTER RBD ratio (5+7)/6 

Figure 47: ASTER RBD ratio (6+8)/7 
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Figure 48: ASTER RBD ratio (7+9)/8 

Figure 49: ASTER RBD ratio (11*11)/(10*12) 
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Figure 50: ASTER RBD ratio [11(10+12)/(13/12)] 

Figure 51: ASTER RBD ratio (12+14)/(13*2) 
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the southeast Schwarzrand sandstone is visible and there are strong responses from within the Büllsport 

formation. Low values in this ratio correspond with quartz while higher values correspond to any other 

minerals. The highest values in the area come from limestone which yields very strong contrast against 

quartzite. The contrast between quartzite and dolomite is lower, this could be because of the interbedding of 

dolomite with sandstone or because of weaker response of dolomite relative to limestone. 

 

3.2.2 PCA – a PCA was run on all 14 bands of the ASTER image and assigned 14 components. The 

correlation between components averages 0.77 (Appendix B), but it should be noted that there are three 

interesting trends within the correlation matrix. The correlation between the VNIR to SWIR bands averages 

0.88, while the correlation between the TIR bands averages 0.95. The correlation between the VNIR to 

SWIR bands, on the one side, and the TIR bands, on the other side, is relatively low at 0.48 averaged. A 

number of useful components were identified within this 14 component dataset. 

As a rule, the first component of a PCA contains the most variance (Fig 52), though in this case it doesn’t 

contain useful variance as no lithological information can be determined from visual inspection. Target rock 

types all exhibit the same values which obscures contacts. This component also displays topography and 

soil/rock interfaces are visible with good resolution. 

The second component (Fig 53) yielded good variance. Limestone and shale were characterised by high 

values and dolomite by low values. Limestone and shale could not be separated using this component and 

quartzite, displaying no clear responses, could not be reliably identified. In the north contacts between shale 

and dolomite could be traced. But these contacts were not definitive and other sources provided better 

results (band ratios). South of the Tsondab River Valley the contact western margin of the NNC was 

traceable until it is made up of the Zebra River formation when it becomes obscured. Only slight levels of 

contrast are possible within the Zebra River formation. Along the southern slopes of the Tsondab River 

Valley the margin of the Noab formation is well contrasted with underlying units of the Northern Pavian 

nappe. The formations making up the Northern Pavian nappe cannot be correlated with the Hartnady (1978) 

map. The Büllsport and Noab formation are also not separable, but the shale layer separating them from the 

west is just barely visible. The Southern Pavian nappe separating the the Büllsport and Noab formation is not 

visible; however the same shale resembling unit to the north identified in other results is also present here. 

The Tsabisis and Blӓsskranz formation in the eastern part of the Northern Pavian nappe cannot be 

discriminated from each other or surrounding rocks. The eastern facies of the Büllsport formation making up 

the Eastern Dassie nappe is visible with the southern margin just barely being traceable, but the northern 

margin is well contrasted.  

Components three, four, and five (Fig 54, 55, and 56) contain almost no useful contrast. Main rock types are 

indistinguishable due to overlapping ranges of values and contacts are obscured. Component five has one 

outstanding feature in that it highlights the Onis member slightly. 

The sixth component (Fig 57) was effective at separating carbonates and silicates. Carbonates displayed 

high values while silicates displayed low ones, though the different lithologies that make up these two groups 

could not be distinguished. In the north shale was contrasted against dolomite and limestone making the 

western margin of NNC visible as well as the contacts of the Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier with the Noab 
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formation. Remhoogte/Noab contacts are also visible on the south-western slopes of the Tsondab River 

Valley. The thin slither of Remhoogte shale separating the Noab and Büllsport formations was also visible. 

The shale resembling area just north of the Southern Pavian nappe was also highlighted further supporting 

further investigation of this feature. Although the Southern Pavian nappe was not visible the Aubschlucht 

formation was. Contrast between quartzite and dolomite allows for the tracing of the Büllsport/Zebra River 

contact. Also highlighted are the Ubusis and Tsams member quartzite. The western NNC margin south of the 

Tsondab River Valley is lost due to limestone and dolomite being indistinguishable. Minimal detail is visible in 

the Zebra River formation and the Noab and Büllsport formations are completely inseparable. 

The seventh component (Fig 58) highlights dolomite while shale and limestone are indistinguishable. 

Quartzite yields lower values than other rock types. Highlighting is more effective south of the Tsondab River 

Valley, particularly in the Noab and Büllsport formations, as well as the Southern Pavian nappe. These three 

units appear as a separate mass with other features of the NNC and basement looking almost subordinate. 

Performance drops sharply in the north of the Tsondab River Valley. Even the Noab formation does not yield 

nearly as high responses in this area. The Noab and Büllsport formations are indistinguishable and the 

Southern Pavian nappe is the only visible feature separating them, although it still looks very similar. The 

contact of the Büllsport and Zebra River formations is traceable due to very good contrast. This is one of the 

best results thus far for tracing said contact. Quartzite of the Ubusis member is visible against the Büllsport 

formation. The Neuras member seems to correlate much better with the Büllsport formation than the Zebra 

River formation, supporting the reclassification by Hoffmann (1989). The western margin of the NNC, made 

up of Noab overlying the Zaris formation, is traceable. No useful details are visible within the Zebra River 

formation. The eastern facies of the Büllsport making up the Eastern Dassie nappe is visible. Lineaments 

correlating with faults indicated by Hartnady (1978) are visible. 

The next useful component is the ninth one (Fig 60). It yielded high values shale while supressing other 

lithologies, even the other silicate quartzite. Dolomite, limestone, and quartzite all produced the same low 

values. In the north good contrast between limestone and shale allowed the tracing of the western margin of 

the NNC north of the Tsondab River Valley. Contrast of shale and dolomite allowed for the tracing of 

Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier contacts with the Noab formation. On the southern slopes of the Tsondab River 

Valley contacts of shale and dolomite were also traceable. The previously noted area yielding shale 

responses above the Southern Pavian nappe was also visible in this component. No contrast was visible and 

thus no contacts were traceable for other target rock types in the NNC. The subunit of the eastern Büllsport 

facies was visible and correlated closely with the extent indicated by Hartnady (1978). 

The final significant component was the eleventh one (Fig 62) which was useful for segregating shale from 

limestone and dolomite, particularly north of the Tsondab River Valley. Limestone yielded high to 

intermediate values, dolomite intermediate ones and shale low to intermediate values. The overlapping 

ranges of values obscured most of the western margin of the NNC, although it was traceable for some 

distance immediately north and south of the Tsondab River Valley. The Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier 

formation were visible and contrasted against the Noab formation, but the contacts were negatively impacted 

by low resolution. South of the Tsondab River Valley no useful discrimination is possible. 

The rest of the components (Fig 59, 61, 63, 64, and 65) were not useable due to critically low levels of 

lithological contrast. These components were; eight, ten, twelve, thirteen, and fourteen. Component twelve 
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highlighted something in particular with low values which stood out sharply from everything else in the NNC. 

It is still relatively small compared to other features in the NNC and it is unknown what this correlates to. It is 

possible that it correlates to the volcaniclastic member mentioned by Hartnady (1978) although it is not 

confined to the Tsabisis or Blӓsskranz formation (Hoffmann (1989)). It warrants further investigation, being a 

relatively small unit it would not take long to determine what it is in the field. 

Shale was displayed as yellow. In the northern part of the NNC there was good contrast for shale. Contacts 

between Zaris and Remhoogte formations (Fig 67) were traceable. To the far northwest the contact was lost 

but resurfaced in the extreme north. Contrast between shale and dolomite was good and contacts between 

the Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier and the Noab formation were traceable in the majority of cases. The few 

cases where the two pelitic formations were in contact the boundaries were not traceable. The eastern 

outliers of Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier within the Noab formation were not readily visible without the aid of 

the Hartnady (1978) map. The Remhoogte formation directly underlying the eastern margin of the Noab 

formation is usually not visible although the soil/rock interface is quite traceable, at least. Along the south 

eastern margin of the northern Noab formation more shale is visible. Included in this relatively thin area are 

the Remhoogte and Blӓsskranz formations and Quaternary sediments making up part of the Northern Pavian 

nappe. The contacts between these units are not visible, but the contacts with the overlying Noab formations 

and underlying Büllsport formation’s eastern facies. Within the Büllsport the outlines of a subunit are visible 

which displayed shale response. Along the southern slopes of the Tsondab River Valley (Fig 68) more shale 

responses are visible belonging to the Remhoogte and Tsabisis formations. The western responses 

correlate well with previous work, butfrom the centre to the east responses correlate poorly. The thin slither 

of Remhoogte separating the Büllsport and Noab formations is visible, but not along its entire extent. Just 

above the Southern Pavian nappe the outcrop of shale is also visible though not indicated on the Hartnady 

(1978) map it shows up in numerous results. It appears that at least some shale outcrops are represented by 

lime green colours, possibly a compositional variation or close interbedding with other rock types affecting 

the responses. If this is taken into consideration then shale is visible in the Lemoenputs member of the Zebra 

River formation. The wedge of underlying Nama sediments in the south east is clearly visible in this FCC and 

correlates closely with the extent mapped by Hartnady (1978). 

Components 7, 6, and 11 (Fig 66b) were combined into a FCC to highlight the other target rock types; 

dolomite, limestone, and quartzite. Limestone was characterised by light blue colours and quartzite by dark 

blue to purple and even lime green ones. Dolomite had a range of values from orange to magenta to light 

blue. Shale was characterised by dark red to green mostly. Good contrast of limestone with shale and 

dolomite allowed the tracing of almost the entire western margin of the NNC from the north down into the 

south where it becomes obscured by overlying Zebra River formation limestone. Within the Zebra River 

formation limestone is likely overrepresented but the Onis member (Fig 69) is visible and traceable but to the 

east there is a structurally complex zone in which there is a lack of useful contrast. The Lemoenputs and 

Tsams members are not distinguishable. Quartzite in the Zebra River and Aubschlucht formation appear 

dark blue to purple while Büllsport and Noab equivalents appear slime green. There is good contrast of 

Ubusis member quartzite with the Büllsport formation and the contact is quite traceable along its entire 

extent. The contact of the Ubusis and Tsams members is obscured within the quartzite responses. Within the 

southern part of the Noab formation a small unit of aeolian arkosic sandstone of Jurassic age is indicated on
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Figure 52: ASTER principle component 1 

Figure 53: ASTER principle component 2 
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Figure 54: ASTER principle component 3 

Figure 55: ASTER principle component 4 
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Figure 56: ASTER prinicple component 5 

Figure 57: ASTER prinicple component 6 
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Figure 58: ASTER prinicple component 7 

Figure 59: ASTER prinicple component 8 
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Figure 60: ASTER prinicple component 9 

Figure 61: ASTER prinicple component 10 
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Figure 62: ASTER prinicple component 11 

Figure 63: ASTER prinicple component 12 
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Figure 64: ASTER prinicple component 13 

Figure 65: ASTER prinicple component 14 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 66: ASTER PCA FCCs containing useful components 2, 6, 7, 9, and 11. a) FCC of components 9, 2, 

and 11. b) FCC of components 7, 6, and 11 
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the Hartnady (1978) map, current results indicated that the unit is almost half as large as previously thought. 

Re-evaluation of this unit is recommended. Within the Büllsport formation lime green quartzite layers are 

visible but not in the western part. Dolomite eas represented by a range of colours which differs between 

exposures north and south of the Tsondab River Valley. North of the valley (Fig 70) good contrast was 

present between the pelitic formations and the Noab formation. Margins closely resembled those mapped by 

Hartnady (1978). The range of colours in the north indicate that although an almost exact correlation with the 

Noab formation can be made it, more than likely, is mixed with lower proportions of other rock types. Outliers 

of Noab are visible in the eastern Tsabisis formation. The eastern margin of the Noab formation is traceable. 

The eastern facies of the Büllsport formation, making up the Eastern Dassie nappe, is traceable almost 

exactly as indicated by on the Hartnady (1978) map. Lineaments are visible in the formation which correlates 

with previously indicated faults. Apart from the wide range of dolomite colours, some lime green responses 

are also visble, which should correlate with quarztic beds. The subunit of the eastern facies indicated by 

Hartnady (1978) and many other results is not visible in the present FCC. Likely due to a more pelitic 

composition which was not the target rock types of this FCC. The Noab and Büllsport formation were 

inseparable, but fortuitously, the Southern Pavian nappe dolomites were visible allowing for this distinction to 

be made. The Remhoogte shale separating the formation to the west was visible along only half its length. 

3.2.3 Supervised classification – the results of the maximum likelihood classifier were promising (Fig 70). A 

confusion matrix accuracy assessment indicated the accuracy at 98.72% with a kappa coefficient of 0.9846 

(Appendix B). Limestone yielded a user accuracy of 94.23% with the main source of the error coming from 

dolomite being misclassified as limestone. The user’s accuracy was higher at 98.29%. Classified pixels 

correlated favourably with the Kuibis subgroup’s Zaris formation and the Zebra River formation’s Onis 

member as indicated on the geological map (Hartnady 1978). Shale yielded the lowest user accuracy at 

93.22%. The error was caused mainly by limestone being incorrectly classified as shale. Shale also yielded 

the lowest producer accuracy at 91.40% caused by shale being classified as limestone. Shale was mostly 

correctly classified in areas of known outcrop; however Quaternary sediments in the study area were also 

classified as shale. If need be the soil/rock interfaces can be masked out as they are visible in many images. 

The Remhoogte and Klipbokrivier formations, both dominated by shale, are traceable to the north, but the 

classification struggles to distinguish these formations where their outcrop is relatively thin. Other formations 

contain small to minor amounts of shale (Hartnady 1978) which could explain pixels of classified shale 

scattered throughout the study area. The Büllsport formation eastern facies was classified with a significant 

amount of shale which contradicts most other results. It is unclear whether these pixels represent shale or 

possible accumulations of soil. The shale dominated area above the Southern Pavian nappe mentioned in 

other results is also present in the classification. The wedge of Nama sediments is also visible and mostly 

classified as shale. Dolomite yielded high accuracies for both user and producer accuracies at 99.28% and 

96.53% respectively. Classified pixels are largely restricted to the Noab and Büllsport formations with minor 

amounts attributed to the Zebra River formation. The Noab formation can be accurately delineated from the 

classification save for the central region of the map which has been noted as problem area. This is most 

likely due to interference from soil cover. The contact of the Büllsport and Noab formations cannot be traced. 

The Remhoogte shale separating the formations cannot be distinguished along more than half its extent due 

to the resolution. The Southern Pavian nappe is mostly composed of dolomite so no contrast is available. 
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Figure 67: ASTER FCC (9, 2, and 11) view of the northern NNC overlain with the geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris 

formation included as well as individual members of the Zebra River formation. 

Figure 68: ASTER (9, 2, and 11) FCC view of the southern NNC overlain with the geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris 

formation included as well as individual members of the Zebra River formation. 
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Figure 69: ASTER (7, 6, and 11) FCC view of the southern NNC overlain with the geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris 

formation included as well as individual members of the Zebra River formation. 

Figure 70: ASTER (7, 6, and 11) FCC view of the northern NNC overlain with the geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris 

formation included as well as individual members of the Zebra River formation. 
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a) 

Figure 70: a) Maximum likelihood supervised classification results for ASTER image. b) Maximum likelihood 

supervised classification overlain with geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris formation included as well as 

individual members of the Zebra River format 

b) 
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Quartzite yielded the highest user accuracy of the main rock types at 99.43% and slightly lower producer’s 

accuracy at 99.89%. Within the Zebra River formation quartzite was present in the Ubusis and Tsams 

members. The contacts boundaries between these units are lost within the classified pixels. The contact of 

the Ubusis member with the Büllsport formation is traceable and correlates very well with the work of 

Hartnady (1978). Within the Büllsport formation the amount of quartzite present is much higher than 

previously thought. The eastern half of the western facies of the Büllsport formation contains significantly 

more quartzite than the western equivalent. Quartzite within the Noab formation is largely confined the 

extreme south and even here it is a relatively low amount. The outcrop of Jurassic Age Karoo sandstone in 

the southern Noab formation is visible in the classification. It seems to be larger than indicated by Hartnady 

(1978), supporting other results for this area. It warrants further investigation. 

3.3 SPOT 5 

3.3.1 Band Ratios – ratio [4/(3+2+1)] (Fig 71) was not particularly useful for lithological discrimination. 

Limestone was contrasted somewhat well highlighted from other lithologies. This allowed for the tracing of 

the western margin of the NNC except where the margin was defined by the Zebra River formation overlying 

the Zaris formation. The Onis member of the Zebra River formation was also well highlighted. The only other 

feature that was highlighted was the eastern part of the Northern Pavian nappe. In this area the Blӓsskranz 

and Tsabisis formations are visible but do not correlate with the previous map of Hartnady (1978). Both other 

ratios (1/4 and 3/4) (Fig 72 and 73) yielded very similar results. This indicates that the limited number of 

ratios available with SPOT 5 data reached the limit of its usefulness. 

3.3.2 PCA – the pansharpened SPOT 5 image was used for a PCA utilising all four bands across four 

components. Correlation between bands averaged 0.90 (Appendix C). The first three components (Fig 74, 

75, and 76) contain all of the useful variance and the fourth (Fig 77) is excluded from the study. Because the 

spectral resolution of SPOT imagery is limited to the VNIR region and a single band in the SWIR it can be 

expected that a large proportion of variance will be attributed to features other than, though not excluding, 

lithology. This interference from other features (e.g. soil and vegetation) must be contended with as there are 

only three useful components. These components were combined into an FCC (Fig 78) and inspected 

visually. The PCA was most effective at highlighting limestone which was visible as cyan, in some places 

trending towards lime green, coloured areas. Shale was visible in some areas as lime green coloured areas, 

although the PCA was not absolutely for the identification of shale. Dolomite and quartzite could not be 

reliably discriminated. In some areas mappable units of dolomite and quartzite are visible due the fact that 

surrounding lithologies are highlighted and subsequently non-highlighted areas correspond to these two 

lithologies. The main advantage of SPOT imagery lies in its exceptional spatial resolution which provides 

some use in the PCA. Even though contrast between features is not always readily apparent, when 

overlaying the geological map of Hartnady (1978) some of the contacts between units become visible, even 

some individual beds. 

3.3.3 Supervised classification – the SPOT 5 classification (Fig 79) yielded an overall accuracy of 80.17% 

and a kappa coefficient of 0.76 (Appendix C). The user accuracy averaged 76.88% and the producer 

accuracy was 78.66%. Although this seems relatively high, the results of the classification were  
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Figure 71: SPOT 5 RBD ratio [4/(3+2+1)] 

Figure 72: SPOT 5 band ratio1/4 
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 Figure 73: SPOT 5 band ratio 3/4 

Figure 74: SPOT 5 principle component 1 
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Figure 75: SPOT 5 principle component 2 

Figure 76: SPOT 5 principle component 3 
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Figure 77: SPOT 5 principle component 4 

Figure 78: SPOT 5 PCA FCC of components 1, 2, and 3 
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 Figure 79: a) Maximum likelihood supervised classification results for SPOT 5 image. b) Maximum likelihood 

supervised classification overlain with geological map of Hartnady (1978). Zaris formation included as well as 

individual members of the Zebra River format 

b) 

a) 
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disappointing. At best, only superficial correlation with Hartnady’s () map was possible. The best result the 

classification could manage was acceptable discrimination of limestone from other rock types allowing for the 

western margin of the NNC to be traced. The margin becomes lost in the south where the Zebra River 

overlies the Zaris formation. 

4 EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF IMAGE PROCESSING RESULTS 

In order to better convey the areas being referred to in the following paragraphs, they will be discussed 

according to the nappes as delineated by Hartnady (1978) (Fig 2). 

4.1 Kudu nappe 

The Kudu nappe is made up of the Noab and Klipbokrivier formations. According to the geological map of 

Hartnady (1978) the Noab contains mostly dolomite and dolomitic sandstone and the Klipbokrivier mostly 

limestone and shale. The exact extent of these rock types is not known. The Kudu nappe can also be divided 

into a southern and northern part due to the Tsondab River valley cutting through the middle. 

The northern part of the Kudu nappe above the Tsondab River Valley is a problem area for Landsat and 

ASTER band ratios, while PCAs and classifications performed better. The ratio problem causes both 

difficulties in distinguishing between formations of the Kudu nappe and also obscures the contact with the 

underlying Northern Pavian nappe. These ratios yielded either low levels of contrast with target rock types or 

none at all. Most Landsat ratios fall into this category providing mixed to poor correlation with the Hartnady 

(1978) map. 

The northern part of the Kudu nappe refers to the area north of the Tsondab River Valley. Useful results in 

this area must able to distinguish between shale and dolomite. This allows for separation of not only the 

Noab (dolomitic) and Klipbokrivier (pelitic) formations of the Kudu nappe, but also of the Noab and 

Remhoogte (pelitic) formation of the Northern Pavian nappe. Landsat ratios provided limited correlation with 

the Hartnady (1978) map. Numerous ratios provided some contrast between the Remhoogte and Noab 

formations while failing to do so with the Klipbokriver formation, possibly due to different shale compositions. 

This means they were useful for demarking the contact between the Kudu and Northern Pavian nappes, but 

were less useful for separation in within the former nappe. This is in contrast with numerous ASTER band 

ratios which were useful for distinguishing between the three formations. The Landsat PCA FCC performed 

better than the band ratio equivalents and yielded very useful contrast which correlated well with Hartnady's 

(1978) work. The ASTER PCA FCC results were very similar to the Landsat PCA results with both 

highlighting almost the same features. SPOT 5 PCA results were not very useful at all. Both useful sensor 

results could be used to trace contacts between the Noab, Klipbokrivier, and Remhoogte formations. The 

supervised classifications of Landsat and ASTER provided similar results in this part of the Kudu nappe, 

while the SPOT 5 result was unusable. Good correlation with the Hartnady (1978) map extents for the 

important formations was possible, with the ASTER classification providing the superior result by a small 

margin. Both useful classifications highlight a problem area which is in the shape of a half-moon. According 

to the Hartnady (1978) map this area is part of the Noab formation and is directly underlain by Remhoogte 

formation. Using the map as a reference the contact of the Remhoogte can be distinguished but there is little 

to suggest that there is a cohesive body attributable to the Noab formation. Along the northeastern margin of 

the Kudu nappe the contact with the Northern Pavian nappe is mostly visible and traceable. One part of the 
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northern Kudu nappe which was consistently highlighted are the dolomite mountains along the eastern 

margin. Even the SPOT 5 results managed to highlight the range. 

The southern part of the Kudu nappe refers to the area south of the Tsondab River Valley and is made up 

solely of the Noab formation. Most results performed well in separating the northern margin of the Noab 

formation, which forms the top of the valley slopes, from the Northern Pavian nappe. Few results had 

difficulty in highlighting the western margin of Noab formation as well which is also underlain by the Northern 

Pavian nappe. Another feature which was persistently highlighted was the outcrop of Jurassic age, arkosic 

sandstone in the middle of the Noab formation. The majority of results highlighted this feature which is also 

indicated on the Hartnady (1978) map. It does not correlate entirely with the previously indicated extent and 

seems to be at least half as large, field work is necessary to confirm this. The main stumbling block for this 

area is the southern margin, separating the Kudu and Western Dassie nappes. It is made up of two dolomitic 

formations, the Noab and the Büllsport. They are only in direct contact in the central southern region and 

separated in the west by a thin slither of Remhoogte shale and in the east by the Southern Pavian nappe. 

The Remhoogte causes problems as shale is best highlighted in the TIR bands. ASTER TIR bands results 

regularly fail to highlight thin thinner parts of the layer, but have no trouble highlighting the thicker eastern 

part. This is due to the low resolution of the TIR bands. Very few results succeed in highlighting the entire 

extent. Most of the layer is lost in the supervised classifications. The PCAs performed better, but the layer 

always becomes lost in the extreme west. The Southern Pavian nappe is also composed of dolomite and the 

contact regularly becomes lost in dolomite highlighting results, especially the supervised classifications. The 

Noab and Büllsport are invariably not separable where they are in direct contact. These problems usually 

combine to make the Noab and Büllsport formations appear is a single distinguishable mass. Some 

differences are visible in the supervised classifications where the Büllsport has higher proportions of shale 

and quartzite, this difference in compositions is enough to draw at least an arbitrary contact. Within the Noab 

formation many results highlight an area just north of the Southern Pavian nappe contact which is similar in 

appearance, being long and relatively thin. Responses most often correlate with shale, but is not indicated 

on the map of Hartnady (1978). Because this features persists in numerous results it is recommended that it 

be investigated in the field to determine if it is significant and correctly attributed to the Noab formation. 

4.2 Northern Pavian nappe 

The Northern Pavian nappe consists of the Remhoogte, Tsabisis, and Blӓsskranz formations. The area 

covered by the nappe also contains Quaternary sediment cover including the Tsondab River Valley. To the 

northern half of the nappe consists solely of the Remhoogte formation, which is mainly shale. The same 

problems mentioned for the Kudu nappe in the north are also present in the Northern Pavian nappe. In fact 

the Remhoogte shale was used to illustrate the trends present in the data. Thus the Remhoogte shale 

continuously suffers from poor separability from both the overlying Noab formation (Kudu nappe) and the 

underlying Zaris formation in many of the ratios. At best only mild separability could be achieved with 

Landsat band ratios for the Remhoogte formation. The problem was compounded by the range of values 

attributable to shale. Shale could have low values in one site, while having intermediate ones at another. 

This could be due to any number of factors like subtle, and likely, compositional variation as mentioned by 

Hartnady (1978). The Landsat PCA FCC and ASTER band ratios and PCA FCC performed were very useful 

for separating shale. It is clear that ASTER results generally yield better contrast of Remhoogte with 
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underlying Zaris formation than with Noab. Even in ratios where little to no discrimination is possible between 

Rehoogte and Noab formation there is usually some level of discrimination possible with the Zaris. It would 

seem that either limestone is more suited to being picked up by remote sensing or that the Zaris formation 

has a much more homogeneous distribution of lithologies than the Noab. Either way it does appear as if the 

Noab does not have any significant proportions of limestone. The supervised classifications also yielded 

accurate distributions of shale in this area. SPOT 5 results again failed to be useful. The southern part of the 

Northern Pavian nappe is widely obscured by Tsondab River Valley sediments, outcrops only being visible 

on steep slopes to the side of said valley. These outcrops contain the Remhoogte, Tsabisis, and Blӓsskranz 

formations. The southern contact of the Northern Pavian nappe with the Kudu nappe is visible and traceable 

the majority of results, even the SPOT 5 results. However all the results fail to draw accurate correlation of 

aforementioned formations on the slopes with the Hartnady (1978) map. Some contacts are visible and 

traceable but they are different from the previous work. Some of these contacts are persistent across 

multiple results and warrant further investigation to determine the cause of the discrepancy. The eastern part 

of the Northern Pavian nappe comprises outcrops of Remhoogte, Tsabisis, and Blӓsskranz formation 

outcrops. Significant portions of outcrop are obscured by Quaternary sediments in this area. The contact of 

the Northern Pavian and Kudu nappe is visible along the eastern margin of the latter in the majority of results. 

But the soil/rock interface of the Remhoogte formation is not visible so the bottom contact of the formation 

cannot be traced. Relatively few results highlight the thin unit of Remhoogte in this area, but the Landsat and 

SPOT 5 PCAs were effective. Moving southwards the Remhoogte is replaced by Blӓsskranz, although the 

Kudu/Northern Pavian contact remains visible, the formational contacts within the Northern Pavian nappe 

are not visible. Within the eastern part of the Northern Pavian nappe some outliers of Kudu nappe are also 

present. In many results these outliers are quite visible excluding the ASTER TIR band ratios and PCA FCCs 

as well as the SPOT 5 supervised classification. The Northern Pavian nappe lithologies surrounding these 

outliers are also visible, but show some sharply highlighted differences with the Hartnady (1978) map. 

4.3 Southern Pavian nappe 

The smallest nappe in the study area, it consists of two relatively small exposures. One is a long thin 

structure nestled between the Kudu and Western Dassie nappes in the east. The other is a wedge shaped 

outcrop on the southern slope of the Tsondab River Valley in the west. The Southern Pavian nappe is 

composed of outliers of Ubusis and Tsams member rock of the Zebra River formation as well as the smallest 

formation in the study area, the Aubschlucht formation. The two exposures mentioned yielded quite different 

results. The southernmost exposure consistently produced the better results of the two. Many Landsat band 

ratios in the SWIR to VNIR regions yielded good contrast of this unit with the surrounding Noab and Büllsport 

rocks. The contacts with these two formations can be traced out with a high degree of accuracy. ASTER TIR 

band ratios could not differentiate this unit from the other dolomitic ones. ASTER SWIR ratios were 

necessary to separate the Southern Pavian nappe from the Noab and Büllsport. PCAs and supervised 

classifications proved ineffective, while the SPOT 5 PCA was able to yield slight contrast. To the east the 

exposure moves into the Tsondab River Valley. In this area the soil/rock interface is not visible. Within the 

southern exposure no definitive separation of Zebra River and Aubschlucht formation is possible in Landsat 

band ratios. The Aubschlucht is visible in ASTER ratios, PCAs, and the supervised classification as well as 

the Landsat PCA and classification. Exact correlation of this unit with the extent indicated by Hartnady (1978) 

is not possible and further investigation is recommended to determine why the remote sensing results are 
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slightly different. The wedge shaped northern exposure is not visible as indicated by Hartnady (1978) as half 

of the area indicated is obscured by Quaternary sediments. Only the exposure of Ubusis/Tsams dolomite is 

visible and highlighted in many results and can be traced in a fashion very similar to that indicated by the 

Hartnady (1978) geological map. 

4.4 Eastern Dassie nappe 

The Eastern Dassie nappe is represented almost entirely by the Büllsport formation, save for some small 

outliers of Ubusis and Tsams meber outcrops along the southern margin. The Büllsport formation makes up 

approximately 99% of outcrop. The entire Eastern Dassie nappe could not be covered by the images, but 

some useful results were nonetheless achieved. In useful Landsat ratios the ranges of values present were 

relatively close and homogeneously dispersed which is good for lithological discrimination. The Landsat PCA 

FCC was just as useful. In ASTER band ratios the VNIR to SWIR regions were more useful than the TIR 

regions. A lot more detail is visible in the Büllsport with ASTER ratios than with Landsat equivalents. The 

ASTER PCA yielded similar results to the band ratios. The Landsat ratios, as well as the PCA, appeared 

homogeneous with a reserved range of values (intermediate), however ASTER results yield a wide range of 

values (low to intermediate to high). Some of the features highlighted correlate with the Hartnady (1978) map 

while others highlight unknown features. Some of these features are persistent across numerous ratios, 

indicating that they may well be significant, while other only appear once, these features are ignored. 

Supervised classification results in for this served mostly to outline the nappe and highlight the linear 

features. Low values present in some Landsat ratios, which were also visible in the PCA, were aligned 

linearly. These features correlated with faults indicated on the (Hartnady 1978)map. Hartnady (1978) 

mentioned that the western margin of the Büllsport formation, outcropping in the Eastern Dassie nappe, was 

inferred from early Landsat images. It was recommended that be confirmed with field work. Numerous 

sensor results of present study correlate precisely with the previous work and the recommendation stands. 

The same soil/rock interface contact can be drawn. On the eastern side of the nappe there is a subunit of the 

Büllsport formation mapped out and this is visible in some band ratios as well as the Landsat PCA FCC and 

the shale highlighting ASTER PCA FCC. The feature is not visible in supervised classifications. To the south 

the Zebra River and underlying Schwarzrand formation are visible in some band ratios, but are 

indistinguishable. 

4.5 Western Dassie nappe 

The Western Dassie nappe is composed of the Büllsport and Zebra River formations. The Western Dassie 

nappe contains a tectonic discontinuity between the two formations. This is visible in the data as the 

differences in the northwestern and southwestern alignment of sedimentary layers. The western Büllsport 

layers trend from northwest to southeast while the western Zebra River trends from southwest to northeast. 

The contact of these two formations also marks the trace of the discontinuity. The contact ranged from 

obscure to subtle to sharply contrasted in ratios. The subtle and sharply contrasted results were useful, the 

former needing the aid of the geological map Hartnady (1978) to effectively trace it.  

Within the Büllsport and Zebra River formations different trends could be identified and they will be 

discussed separately. As mentioned in the Kudu nappe section the Büllsport and Noab formations are 

practically indistinguishable. If not for the Southern Pavian nappe and Remhoogte formation fortuitously 
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separating them, discrimination would not be possible and it is not possible in results that are unable to 

highlight these two critical features. Where the Noab and Büllsport are in direct contact no distinction can be 

made in any result. The Büllsport formation appears relatively homogeneous in most Landsat ratios and is 

sharply contrasted against the Zebra River formation to the south. In ASTER ratios the results range from a 

homogeneous Büllsport formation to one with an overabundance of complicating details. Most PCA results 

highlight the imbricate stack of layers present in the area. This is the same for the ASTER supervised 

classification, although the Landsat supervised classification largely fails to highlight the feature. In the 

ASTER classification there is a compositional change of the western part of the Büllsport formation going 

into the east. The western part is composed of dolomite and relatively thin shale layers while the east 

replaces shale with thick quartzite layers. The eastern and western extents of Büllsport outcrop also mark 

the margins of the Western Dassie nappe. Good contrast exists between these outcrops and the underlying 

Zaris formation limestone and the margins can be traced with high correltation to the Hartnady (1978) map. 

Hartnady (1978) postulated that the uppermost member of the Zebra River formation, the Neuras Member, 

could possibly belong to the Büllsport formation. The recommendation was subsequently accepted by 

Hoffmann (1989) who reclassified the Neuras Member as the uppermost unit of the Büllsport. Numerous 

results seem to corroberate these findings as from a pure visual perspective the data indicates that the 

Neuras Member is indeed more closely related to the Büllsport than the Zebra River formation. 

The Zebra River formation is made up of the Tsams, Ubusis, Onis, and Lemoenputs Members. Although 

more than half the Zebra River formation is not included in the images used all these members are 

nonetheless represented in the data. One trend which is consistent throughout most of the results is the 

highlighting of Onis member limestone. Particularly a horse-shoe shaped ridge which is highlighted from the 

underlying rocks, showing either much higher or much lower values than the surrounding rocks. Most 

ASTER results struggled with exact highlighting of this feature which was evident with low resolution TIR 

ratios. A few SWIR and VNIR did, however, provide excellent contrast in this regard and produced results 

that are superior to Landsat for the Onis member horse-shoe. Landsat band ratios and the PCA FCC 

provided highly accurate results. The ASTER PCA and supervised classifications of ASTER and Landsat 

provided acceptable levels of contrast. According to Hartnady (1978) there should also be dolomite present 

in this member, but it is not readily visible although some is indicated in the ASTER supervised classification. 

This is the best highlighted feature in the Zebra River formation area. Ubusis quartzite in the central Zebra 

River formation is problematic for some results. Relatively few results highlighted these features and when it 

was highlighted it was indistinguishable from underlying Tsams quartzite, but highlighted the Büllsport/Zebra 

River contact. Moving down the Tsams member into the Lemoenputs the contact is also lost in the shale 

dominated lower part of the member. Thus this area has the appearance of having two, not three, members 

in contact, with the lower and upper Tsams being incorporated into the Lemoenputs and Ubusis members 

respectively. Supervised classification results trend towards this ame problem. The Landsat PCA FCC is the 

lone result that highlights the actual meber contact. Landsat band ratios provided the best results for the 

western outcrop of Ubusis and Tsams member overlyng Zaris limestone, precisely representing the relatively 

thin outcrop in this area. The structurally complex eastern area again poses quite a problem as no member 

contact or lithological contrast can be made in this area. It has the appearance of a cohesive block which can 

be traced to match the outline of the area according to Hartnady (1978). 
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5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Three satellite imaging products were used to discriminate between sedimentary rocks in the Naukluft nappe 

Complex; ASTER, Landsat 7 (ETM+), and SPOT-5. Images were acquired and pre-processed with 

geometric and radiometric corrections in preparation for digital processing. Transforms and supervised 

classifications proved to be effective tools for lithological discrimination. The most useful components of the 

PCAs were combined into false colour composites (FCC) to disregard redundant features. For Landsat these 

components were 2, 3, and 4 and for ASTER they were 2, 6, 7, 9 and 11. SPOT 5 only produced 4 

components of which the first three were useful. Maximum likelihood supervised classification were run on 

each of the different sensor images. Training samples were derived from a combination of expert knowledge, 

the reference geological map of Hartnady (1978), and transform results. All classifications used one set of 

samples for training and a second set for accuracy assessment. The ASTER classifications produced the 

best results with a calculated accuracy of 98.72%, the Landsat result produced an accuracy of 93.29%, and 

the SPOT 5 classification was 80.17% accurate. 

North of the Tsondab River Valley useful results were able to distinguish between dolomite, shale, and 

limestone. Noab dolomite and Klipbokrivier shale of the Kudu nappe must be separated from Remhoogte 

shale of the Northern Pavian nappe. Furthermore the NNC must be distinguished from underlying Nama 

sediments in the form of Zaris formation limestone. Landsat band ratios were only effective at separating 

shale and limestone, thus demarcating the NNC border. ASTER TIR ratios could distinguish all three rock 

types, while VNIR to SWIR ratios struggled and mostly could only draw limited contrast between shale and 

dolomite, while failing with limestone. Both ASTER and Landsat PCA FCCs performed well and could 

distinguish all three rock types. Maximum likelihood supervised classifications were also quite effective, with 

the ASTER version being the most accurate, followed by Landsat and the SPOT 5 version not providing 

much use. There was a problem area which plagued many results in a half-moon shape within the Noab 

formation. 

In the east the same set of rock types need to be separated as in the north. The Blӓsskranz, Remhoogte, 

and Tsabisis formation of the eatern extent of the Northern Pavian nappe must be distinguished among 

themselves, from the overlying Kudu nappe and the underlying Eastern Dassie nappe. ASTER band ratios 

and PCA FCCs struggled to produce contrast between formations in this area. TIR ratios could not provide 

useful lithological discrimination, although soil/rock interfaces were usually visible. The VNIR to SWIR ratios 

performed better and highlighted many lithological features, albeit with lower contrast than Landsat ratios. 

Landsat ratios highlighted much of the same features as ASTER but with better contrast. The same was true 

for the PCAs with features only just visible in ASTER FCCs while they were well contrasted in the Landsat 

FCC. The SPOT 5 PCA also provided useful results in this area. Supervised classification results were quite 

similar for ASTER and Landsat with Landsat being the more accurate result. The SPOT 5 classification was 

not useful. The boundaries of the three nappes in this area were traceable in numerous results and 

correlated well with reference material. Most results highlighted the same features in the extreme eastern 

part of the Northern Pavian nappe some of which are not indicated in previous work. 

South of the Tsondab River Valley useful results were able to distinguish shale, dolomite, limestone, and 

quartzite. The Büllsport and Noab formations were indistinguishable in most results. The ASTER supervised 
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classification provided an arbitrary compositional separation, with the Büllsport containing more pelitic and 

clastic layers. All other results could only distinguish between them if they were able to highlight the 

Southern Pavian nappe and the thin slither of Remhoogte shale separating them. ASTER TIR ratio 

resolution is too low to highlight the shale, while the compositions are too similar to highlight the Southern 

Pavian nappe. VNIR to SWIR ratios and Landsat ratios were more effective at highlighting these features. 

Although the Landsat classification highlighted the Southern Pavian nappe, results for the Büllsport and 

Noab formations were poor. Many results highlighted the contact of the Zebra River and Büllsport formations. 

Within the Zebra River formation the Onis member was regularly highlighted in many results, with Landsat 

and ASTER band ratios and the Landsat PCA providing the best results. The Tsams member was the most 

poorly highlighted feature. Many results made it appear as if the upper Tsams was part of the Lemoenputs 

member and the lower Tsams, part of the Ubusis member. Finally most margins of the NNC with the 

basement Nama were easily traceable in most results. 

No single sensor, method, or results can be identified as ‘the best’, although there is a clear distinction 

between useful results and ones that could not be used. The SPOT 5 sensor provided very little useful 

information and most of the information that could be derived from it was usually already well represented on 

other results. The SPOT 5 sensor was not critical to the study and would not have suffered any loss had the 

product been unavailable. ASTER and Landsat, however, were critical to the success of the project. They 

complimented each other well, where one had shortcomings it could be effectively supplemented with 

information from the other and vice versa. ASTER was probably the more useful of the two. Of the methods 

all were useful, however when considering strict time constraints PCA and supervised classification will 

probably be of more use than band ratios. 

This study demonstrated the usefulness of remote sensing to providing further insights into previously 

mapped areas. It showed that some boundaries need to be moved slightly so as to be become geometrically 

correct. It also showed that it is possible to identify previously unmapped features which warrant further 

investigation. If this was an area where no previous work had been done, the processing results would still 

be same. It would be a process of weeding out the useful results from the less useful ones, which would 

necessitate going to the field. The benefits of having all these results before going to the field would be of 

great value to any field based study. Important target sites would be identified, schedules could be set up, 

and the whole process would be more streamlined. 

Future geological remote sensing studies should definitely consider using ASTER and Landsat multispectral 

products. Even with the age of hyperspectral remote sensing threatening to make multispectral studies 

obsolete. Multispectral studies have a long history and well established methodology and infrastructure 

which still make them critically useful. If a study has access to SPOT 5 data the workers should consider 

fusion methods with other products with higher spectral resolution, Landsat will be a good candidate. Studies 

dealing with any type of silicate rock will need, at least, the ASTER product. The TIR bands are critical to 

separating silicates. As far as methods go a PCA will be crucial to any study as it is quick and easy to 

analyse and provides very good contrast. Band ratios are also quite useful, but the worker must know exactly 

what rock types are being targeted. 

Future studies in the Naukluft nappe Complex are highly recommended to have a field work component to 

confirm and lead remote sensing results. If the studies are remote sensing based it will be interesting to see 
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how hyperspectral data will compare to the present multispectral results. Studies could also focus on data 

fusion in an attempt to better utilise the high spectral resolution of SPOT 5 data. A number of features 

identified in this project also need to be confirmed/investigated in the field: 

1. The Tsabisis and Blӓsskranz formations in the extreme easter part of the Northern Pavian nappe. 

Highlighted features were not indicated in previous work. 

2. The southern slope of the Tsondab River Valley where highlighted features did not correlate with 

previous formational boundaries, but were persistently highlighted in the same fashion across many 

results. 

3. The area composed of shale directly north of the Southern Pavian nappe with the same, long and 

thin shape. This area is not indicated in previous work and could be part of the Remhoogte 

formation. 

4. The distribution of rock types in the ASTER supervised classification must compared to the real 

world equivalents. 

The last recommendation is to the industry to provide a TIR sensor with high resolution. The ASTER TIR 

bands provided good results for the project but were held back by the low resolution. 
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APPENDIX A 

Correlation matrix for Landsat 7 PCA 

Bands 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1.0000 0.9586 0.8249 0.7696 0.6426 0.6247 0.5573 

2 0.9586 1.0000 0.9379 0.8999 0.8039 0.7845 0.6464 

3 0.8249 0.9379 1.0000 0.9860 0.9262 0.9193 0.7221 

4 0.7696 0.8999 0.9860 1.0000 0.9498 0.9380 0.7040 

5 0.6426 0.8039 0.9262 0.9498 1.0000 0.9819 0.6757 

6 0.6247 0.7845 0.9193 0.9380 0.9819 1.0000 0.7074 

7 0.5573 0.6464 0.7221 0.7040 0.6757 0.7074 1.0000 

Eigenvectors for Landsat 7 PCA 

Bands 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0.1226 0.1162 -0.4736 0.4717 -0.0186 0.3201 -0.6495 

2 0.2182 0.1017 -0.5282 0.3865 0.0426 -0.0179 0.7152 

3 0.3649 0.0509 -0.3521 -0.2786 -0.1760 -0.7588 -0.2365 

4 0.4285 -0.0480 -0.2648 -0.6644 0.0294 0.5468 0.0516 

5 0.5651 -0.3315 0.2898 0.2186 0.6520 -0.0945 -0.0705 

6 0.4789 -0.1894 0.3544 0.2475 -0.7293 0.1144 0.0551 

7 0.2681 0.9086 0.3051 0.0082 0.0949 0.0218 0.0048 

  

Accuracy assessment matrix for 

Landsat maximum likelihood 

supervised classification 

       

Overall Accuracy 0.932850139 93.29%        

Kappa 

Coefficient 

0.9197         

 Ground 

Truth 

(Pixels)        

Class Quartzite Dolomite Basement 

Igneous 

Shale Sand Soil Limestone Total Producers 

Acc. 

Quartzite 704 40 16 6 0 0 4 770 91.429 

Dolomite 17 819 38 3 0 0 5 882 92.857 

Basement 

Igneous 

14 16 925 0 0 0 1 956 96.757 

Shale 5 39 16 185 0 8 34 287 64.460 

Sand 0 0 0 0 428 2 0 430 99.535 

Soil 0 0 0 3 0 845 8 856 98.715 

Limestone 1 5 0 9 0 25 470 510 92.157 

Total 741 919 995 206 428 880 522 4691 90.844 

Users Acc. 95.007 89.119 92.965 89.806 100.000 96.023 90.038 93.280  
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APPENDIX B 

Correlation matrix for ASTER PCA 

Bands 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1 1.0000 0.8761 0.8030 0.6414 0.6280 0.6217 0.6027 0.5816 0.5789 0.3867 0.3627 0.3632 0.4282 0.4340 

2 0.8761 1.0000 0.9619 0.8671 0.8798 0.8769 0.8740 0.8653 0.8549 0.4927 0.4531 0.4260 0.6114 0.6277 

3 0.8030 0.9619 1.0000 0.9218 0.9094 0.9116 0.9038 0.8958 0.8911 0.4151 0.3731 0.3482 0.5453 0.5641 

4 0.6414 0.8671 0.9218 1.0000 0.9785 0.9700 0.9667 0.9501 0.9525 0.4134 0.3630 0.3310 0.5370 0.5621 

5 0.6280 0.8798 0.9094 0.9785 1.0000 0.9879 0.9880 0.9758 0.9768 0.4681 0.4180 0.3775 0.6083 0.6347 

6 0.6217 0.8769 0.9116 0.9700 0.9879 1.0000 0.9869 0.9842 0.9819 0.4646 0.4220 0.3851 0.6083 0.6305 

7 0.6027 0.8740 0.9038 0.9667 0.9880 0.9869 1.0000 0.9930 0.9826 0.4760 0.4271 0.3839 0.6257 0.6516 

8 0.5816 0.8653 0.8958 0.9501 0.9758 0.9842 0.9930 1.0000 0.9847 0.4675 0.4212 0.3748 0.6274 0.6525 

9 0.5789 0.8549 0.8911 0.9525 0.9768 0.9819 0.9826 0.9847 1.0000 0.4266 0.3786 0.3369 0.5811 0.6066 

10 0.3867 0.4927 0.4151 0.4134 0.4681 0.4646 0.4760 0.4675 0.4266 1.0000 0.9920 0.9776 0.9534 0.9432 

11 0.3627 0.4531 0.3731 0.3630 0.4180 0.4220 0.4271 0.4212 0.3786 0.9920 1.0000 0.9905 0.9453 0.9297 

12 0.3632 0.4260 0.3482 0.3310 0.3775 0.3851 0.3839 0.3748 0.3369 0.9776 0.9905 1.0000 0.9141 0.8931 

13 0.4282 0.6114 0.5453 0.5370 0.6083 0.6083 0.6257 0.6274 0.5811 0.9534 0.9453 0.9141 1.0000 0.9969 

14 0.4340 0.6277 0.5641 0.5621 0.6347 0.6305 0.6516 0.6525 0.6066 0.9432 0.9297 0.8931 0.9969 1.0000 

 

  

Eigenvectors for ASTER PCA 
Bands 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1 0.1479 -0.0491 0.6760 0.0579 -0.4617 -0.2546 0.0076 0.4471 0.1875 -0.0317 0.0216 0.0126 -0.0125 -0.0255 

2 0.2794 -0.0986 0.4821 -0.2846 -0.0158 0.0223 -0.0989 -0.6001 -0.4215 0.2149 -0.0433 -0.0333 0.0051 0.0353 

3 0.2804 -0.1646 0.3439 -0.0495 0.6733 0.3734 0.0775 0.1301 0.3220 -0.2289 0.0216 0.0211 0.0284 -0.0012 

4 0.3957 -0.2584 -0.1095 0.5918 0.2904 -0.3896 -0.1339 0.1261 -0.2207 0.3073 -0.0286 -0.0210 -0.0041 -0.0012 

5 0.3125 -0.1585 -0.1461 0.0792 -0.1687 -0.2736 0.4051 -0.4003 0.2517 -0.3595 0.1738 0.4450 0.0125 -0.0303 

6 0.2992 -0.1504 -0.1466 0.0358 -0.2356 0.2894 0.5369 0.1068 -0.1472 -0.0327 -0.5134 -0.3607 -0.0969 0.0201 

7 0.3595 -0.1711 -0.2226 -0.1282 -0.1928 0.0301 -0.4499 0.0342 -0.0610 -0.4746 0.2862 -0.4451 0.1546 -0.0323 

8 0.2978 -0.1416 -0.2119 -0.2616 -0.1591 0.2694 -0.3565 0.2651 -0.0713 0.1218 -0.2271 0.6201 -0.1594 0.0356 

9 0.1969 -0.1141 -0.1407 -0.0983 -0.1729 0.2218 0.0990 -0.0591 0.4461 0.6499 0.4063 -0.1688 0.1071 0.0019 

10 0.1869 0.3934 0.0079 0.1861 -0.0466 -0.0348 -0.3408 -0.3125 0.4734 0.0028 -0.3847 -0.1487 -0.3651 -0.1759 

11 0.1841 0.4329 0.0228 0.2007 -0.0721 0.1518 -0.0399 -0.0268 0.0004 0.0064 -0.1841 0.1373 0.8005 0.1175 

12 0.1724 0.4361 0.0736 0.3639 -0.1003 0.3937 0.0998 0.0418 -0.2971 -0.0786 0.4618 0.0868 -0.3707 0.1135 

13 0.2533 0.3756 -0.0850 -0.3449 0.1647 -0.2197 0.1918 0.2037 -0.1644 0.0776 0.0948 -0.0036 0.0232 -0.6872 

14 0.2415 0.3325 -0.1004 -0.3668 0.1675 -0.3669 0.1003 0.1376 0.0499 0.0330 0.0014 -0.1005 -0.1290 0.6816 
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Accuracy assessment matrix for ASTER 

maximum likelihood supervised 

classification        

Overall Accuracy 0.98717377 98.72% 

Kappa Coefficient 0.9846 

Ground Truth (Pixels) 

Class Quartzite Dolomite Basement Igneous Shale Sand Soil Limestone Total User Acc. 

Quartzite 2768 0 0 16 0 0 0 2784 99.425 

Dolomite 0 3445 2 2 0 0 21 3470 99.280 

Basement Igneous 0 0 3819 2 0 0 0 3821 99.948 

Shale 3 39 0 701 0 0 9 752 93.218 

Sand 0 0 0 0 1656 0 0 1656 100.000 

Soil 0 1 1 10 0 3355 4 3371 99.525 

Limestone 0 84 0 36 0 0 1958 2078 94.225 

Total 2771 3569 3822 767 1656 3355 1992 17932 97.946 

Producer Acc. 99.892 96.526 99.922 91.395 100.000 100.000 98.293 98.004 
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APPENDIX C 

 

 

Accuracy assessment matrix for SPOT 5 maximum 

likelihood supervised classification        

Overall Accuracy 0.801694878 80.17% 

Kappa Coefficient 0.7638 

Ground Truth (Pixels) 

Class Quartzite Dolomite Basement Igneous Shale Sand Soil Limestone Total User Acc. 

Quartzite 84468 6856 19542 4393 6 17 1516 116798 72.320 

Dolomite 1534 80307 8009 4266 0 710 813 95639 83.969 

Basement Igneous 7908 11211 102393 2066 154 2351 218 126301 81.071 

Shale 3168 22549 2216 12115 4 1507 5311 46870 25.848 

Sand 135 5 2116 1 55964 1051 11 59283 94.401 

Soil 236 805 1583 726 676 110573 446 115045 96.113 

Limestone 1206 4650 35 2221 9 3143 61058 72322 84.425 

Total 98655 126383 135894 25788 56813 119352 69373 632258 76.878 

Producer Acc. 85.620 63.543 75.348 46.979 98.506 92.644 88.014 78.665 

Correlation matrix for SPOT 5 PCA 

 

2 3 4 

1 0.92972 0.87117 0.75422 

2 0.87117 0.97781 0.91303 

3 0.75422 0.91303 0.94705 
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